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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 19, 1979
-Ledger & Times
bear 15 Cents Per Copylu our 100thVol
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Some Candidates Accuse Carroll,




'campaigned for governor in central and
western Kentucky, accusing Gov.
Julian Carroll and Terry McBrayer,
whom Carroll favors, of desperation
tactics, McBrayer and Carroll visited
parts of eastern Kentucky.
John Y. Brown Jr. said at a news
conference in Henderson Friday that
charges by Carroll and McBrayer that
he had made a deal with state Auditor
George Atkins to get Atkins to drop out
and back him were a sign that
McBrayer's campaign was lagging and
srnacked of "Nixonism and dirty
tricks."
Not all Atkins supporters were
following him to the Brown campaign,
however. State Sen. John Berry, his
environmentalist-author brother,
Wendell, and author and attorney
Harry Caudill threw their backing to
Harvey Sloane instead.
And at least two candidates,
Democrat Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall and
Republican Ray White, scheduled
meetings Tuesday at the Springs Motel
in Lexington with the United Mine
Workers union's COMPAC political
arm, which had endorsed Atkins and
will meet to decide who to back now.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard said he ex-
pected to be attacked but that it
signified the "last gasp" of Carroll and
McBrayer.
Republican former Gov. Louie Nunn
said at Greensburg that since so many
Democrats were making various ac-
cusations, "There must be something
there."
Carroll broke ground for a road in
West Liberty and said he was calling on
voters from his, home territory of
western Kentucky. to help eastern
Kentucky voters elect McBrayer, a
Greenup Countian.
McBrayer made a fast-paced
helicopter tour of eastern Kentucky,
with stops' at Jessamine, Estill, Powell,
Wolfe, Breathitt, Magoffin, Johnson,
Floyd and Pike counties.
Mrs. Stovall said in southcentral
Kentucky that only an act of God would
cause her to drop out of the race, as
some had speculated she would after
Atkins' withdrawal, "and I hope God is
not ready for those things."
Former Louisville Mayor Sloane
toured eastern Kentucky counties and
returned to Louisville for a speech.
White, seeking the GOP nomination,
visited Richmond, Lexington and
Nicholasville.
Brown
Brown visited Providence, Dixon,
Henderson, Morganfield and Sturgis_
and at Henderson again denied
Carroll's and McBrayer's charges that
he had made a deal with Atkins. He
called Carroll and McBrayer
"desperate men, groping to throw any
kind of baseless accusation and
distortion of the truth and charges by
inference. It looks to me like it's
Nixonism and dirty tricks all over
again." He said his record was "so
clean as to be boring."
Brown said if elected he would at-
tempt to end misuse of personal service
contracts, and repeated his plan for a 15
percent income ta; cut for lower and
middle income families.
Hubbard
Hubbard stopped at Elizabethtown,
Munfordville, Hodgenville, Bardstown,
Paducah and ended the day with a rally
in Mayfield. He said all departments of
state government "are now being used
to salvage the sagging campaign of
Julian Carroll's anndinted successor."
He called for probes of a number of
allegations:
the offer made to Richard Lewis
of $250,000 if he would withdraw from
the lieutenant governor's race,the offer
of a federal position to Dr. Harvey
Sloane if he would withdraw from the
governor's race, the offer of political
support in a congressional race if
Martha Layne Collins would withdraw
from the lieutenant governor's race,
and Julian Carroll's allegation that
John Y. Brown offered $100,000 to
George Atkins if he would withdraw
from the governor's race."
Nunn
Nunn called in Green County for "a
road building program comparable to
what we had when I was governor." He
said 101 miles were paved in the county
while he was governor and only 8 miles
since.
He said he wants to improve
education, and blamed high utility
rates on the coal severance tax "put on
unnecessarily right after I left office
(and) regulations that are coming out
of Washington ... to the point where
they can't dig coal, burn it or transport
. it
19
He said: "There is talk now in the
Democratic primary of scandals ... I
know that people want to end even the
semblance of scandal, corruption and
waste. There must be something there,
because all the others are talking about
Carroll
Carroll broke ground at West Libert!,
for a 12-mile road to the Mountain
Parkway. The McCracken County
native said eastern Kentucky voters
helped elect him and he was asking
voters from his region to help elect
McBrayer. He presented a $75,000
check from coal severance tax funds
for renovation of the Morgan County
Courthouse, and said the tax helped
keep the state fiscally sound.
Stovall
Mrs. Stovall called for removal of the
Division of Aging from the Department
of Human Resources, a liaison officer
_ to coordinate the division, the Institute
on Aging and Area Development
District programs, and a home health
program for the elderly.
She • told Lake Cumberland area
senior citizens she would not withdraw:
"Unless there is an act of God — that's
the only way you'll find Thelma Stovall
out of it. And I hope God is not ready for
those things."
Sloane
Sloane said he wants an eastern
Kentuckian to be transportation
secretary. He said in Harlan County he
believes that area's roads are in the
worst shape. He advocated spending
more on secondary roads.
.)
POLICE TOUR - Paul Jerry lee, Murray police chief, shows several first graders
from Robertson Elementary School the inside of one of the new police cars. Lee also
demonstrated how suspects are fingerprinted. The students were given a tour of
the entire police deportment and the fire deportment. staff Pee. ey Matt Sand•n
Kahn Offers Grim View/Of Inflation Fight
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The govern-
ment's chief inflation fighter offered a
grim assessment of what Americans
can expect in the inflation-income
battle in the years ahead.
Americans are going to have to lower
their expectations and settle for less,
Alfred Kahn, told an investment
counseler group in Washington this past
week. "There is no way of. avoiding a
decline in our "average standard of
living," he said.
Kahn's comments came within a
context of a national push to slow the
rate of inflation by reducing the rapid
demand for goods that has helped fuel
price increases.
Some studies indicate that
Americans at many income levels are
already feeling the bite. Whether
people actually have more or less to
spend than several years ago depends
on their individual circumstances —
how much they earn, what kind of taxes
'they pay and whether they have one or
two incomes in the family.
In the broadest sense, the latest
KENTUCKY L.TplE MISS 1978, Kristi Lynn Graham,. daushter. of Mr.
 and
Mrs. Jerry Grafram-Airne, will turriiivg her ci`OwtrSuirlA, r
isay 20, to Of*
new Kentucky Little Miss 1979 at the pageant to begin at 2 p.m.
 at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Miss Graham represen
ted the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky at the National Little Miss Page:n
t last June in
Roanoke, Va., where she was chosen 2nd runner-up. Sponsor of the local
pageant is the Tau Phi lambda Sorority of the Woodmen
 of the World and
all proceeds will be used for service projects in theco
mmunity. Tickets will
be on sale at the door with prices being S100 
adults, $1.00 students grades
1-12, no admission for children under 6 years of age. T
he public is invited to
attend. Mrs. Judy Scruggs is serving as chairperson for the 
1979 pageant.
Commerce Department figures on
personal income in April showed gains
running at o y one-third the inflaton
rate in the e month. But such one-
month sta sties are subject to wide
variations. The growth in personal
income in April of 0.3 percent was the
lowest in more than two years. But
government economists said much of
that was due to strikes against trucking
companies and United Air lines, and
flooding in the South that interruptec
work for thousands.
The Conference Board, a business-
funded research group, released a
study earlier ,thisY'month concluding
that the combined effects of inflation
and taxes mean it costs $1 to purchase
today what cost 55 cents in 1970 and 42
cents in 1960.
Viewed in terms of median income
for a family of four, the report finds
that increases in income since 1970
have kept pace with inflation and
federal taxes. But just barely. And that
state and local taxes may have meant a
loss for some.
Has No Memory Of Parole Silence
The Conference Board estimates that
median family income this year will
reach $18,800, almost double 1970 level
of $9,900. But inflation and federal taxes
have held growth in real income to "to
well under one percent annually"
compared to 2.6 percent annual growth
in spending power in the 1960s, said the
study's author, Lora Collins.
In other business developments this
past week:
—President Carter promised to get
more gasoline for California, which-has
been hard-hit by long lines at gas
stations and has been operating under a
state-imposed plan limiting the days
drivers can make purchases.
—Gross National Product in the first
quarter of the year grew at a slower
rate than originally thought, the
government said. And that report
added further evidence to indicate the
economy is cooling. The Commerce
Department's revised GNP figures
showed growth in the first three months
was a modest 0.4 percent, down from its
previous report of 0.7 percent, after
adjustment for inflation.
Gov. Carroll Files Deposition
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov
Julian Carroll says he cannot
remember whether he was instructed
by federal agents in 1975 to keep
knowledge of their investigation of a
controversial parole matter to himself
"I do not have any such memory."
Carroll said in a deposition filed in
Franklin Circuit Court and released
Friday.
The sworn statement was taken as
part of a lawsuit filed in federal and
state courts by state Auditor George
Atkins to force release of a letter
Carroll wrote to a federal grand jury
investigating the matter from Detroit
The U.S. Justice Department, citing
adverse publicity surrounding the suits,
released the letter last week. Mean-
while, Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
Meigs ordered Carroll to file a
deposition explaining the cir-
cumstances surrounding the letter.
Ed Winterberg, an Atkins 'attorney,
took _Carroll's deposition Wednesday.
The State Journal in Frankfort
'reported that the governor three times
avoided answering questions about
whether federal agents admonished
him to keep the information con-
fidential that they provided him about
the probe.
Asked a fourth time, Carroll
responded that throughout his term as
governor he has followed the mandates
of his office.
"I don't remember all the specifics of
the conversation on that date," Carroll
continued, "and whatever is stated in
the body of the letter is the best
reflection of those conversations. I have
no specific memories blond that.
"So, if you ask me if I have specific
memories respecting that particular
rumor that has appeared in the political
press, the answer is no, I don't have any
such memory."
In his letter to the Detroit grand jury,
Carroll did not mention whether federal
agents instructed him to keep his
knowledge of the investigation to
himself.
However, The State Journal quoted
informed federal sources in a story
Feb. 14 as saying Carroll was in-
structed "not to tell anyone (about the -
FBI investigation )...that it remained a
secret or confidential matter." -
The Associated Press quoted the.
governor on Jan. 30, as saying FBI
agents "didn't say (what to do). It was
an open question."
The parole matter apparently in-
volved an attempt by attorneys in
Frankfort and Norton, Va., to secure an
early release for a Kentucky prison
inmate serving 21 years for man-
slaughter. The FBI became involved
'when the inmate's wife notified federal
authorities in Detroit that attorneys
had offered to secure an early release
in return for $15,000.
As a safeguard that the inmate would
not be released through illegal means;
the FBI told Carroll they were in-
vestigating the negotiations. Carroll,
-Who was seeking a full four-yearrm
in office at the time, notified his
campaign treasurer, William Curtin,
who in turn relayed the information to
one of the attorneys involved in the
negotiations, which were then dropped.
The federal grand jury in Detroit
returned no indictments.
Gas Shortage Will Continue
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gasoline will
be in short supply at least until October
and the shortage will repeat itself in thc
summer of 1980, a top federal energ,
official is predicting.
David Bardin, head of the Energ:,
Department's Economic Regulator
Administration, told a congressiona;
hearing the best way for Americans t
cope with the crisis is to drive less.
"Leave your car home one day a
week and we will get through it.
Bardin told a House committee at
hearing Friday.
While not specifically mentiriar.g
legislation now gaining support in
Congress that would require drivers t'
park their cars one day a week, Bar
din's comments put the administraticr.
on record in support of the general ide:,
"The gasoline shortage is real
Bardin testified: "because the planet
EarthAiii."°'• nroducing less crudeoi:„
than all the peogle want."
Bardin told lawmakers he believed
the severe shortage in California would
be eased slightly in the coming week.‘
But he said that there's a limit to
what government can do and that
gasoline conservation by the public is a
must.
Elsewhere Friday, Energy Secietan'
James Schlesinger agreed that "there
is no great supply of oil out there," said
California could greatly reduce its fuel
shortages by enforcing speed limits and
easing environmental restrictions and
took Sen. Edward M. Kennedy to task
for the Massachusetts Democrat's
criticism of Carter's energy policies.
inside today
Nationally, Schlesinger said, "we're
at 92 percent of last year's supplies at
the present time. We hope to see that
rise somewhat during the summer, at
least to 96, 97 percent of last year's
supplies, maybe as high as 100."
But he also said prospects for.plen-
One Section — 12 Pages
The Murray State Racer baseball team upset Tulone
University in the first round of the NCAA South Regional
baseball tournament in Starkville, Miss., Friday. For details
see today's Sports Section, pages 6-7.























Partly cloudy with scattered
showers and thunderstorms
today, tonight and ending Sun-
day. Warm today with highs in
the J' tn mid 80s. Lows tonight
in the low to mid 60s. Cooler
Sunday with highs in the mid to
upper 70s. Winds, southerly
around 10 miles an hour today
becoming northwesterly tonight.
The probability of precipitation is
40 percent today, 40 percent
tonight and 40 percent Sunday.
tiful gasoline supplies later this sum-
mer are "grim."
Kennedy, a persistent critic of Carter
energy policies, "tends to see pie in the
sky" for the energy future of the nation,
said Schlesinger, who also accused the
senator of telling Americans only what
they want to hear about energy sup-
plies.
On Capitol Hill, Bardin also disclosed
that the administration has quietly
given major oil companies a green light
to buy additional oil supplies on the
high-price international "spot"
market.
This is oil which is. not under contract
and which sells to the highest purchaser
— usually far in excess of the posted
world market price of around $14.50 a
barrel.
At the height of the Iranian turmoil,
the administration had urged major oil
companies not to. purchase this ex-
pensive oil. But in view of the current
-shortages and because Iranian prices
have stabilized "there is no more
reason for showing this restraint,"
Bardin said.
On gasoline prices, Bardin said that
while the Energy Department is pur-
suing several thousand cases involving
alleged overcharges, relatively few of
the nation's 187,000 service stations are
being audited. •-?
040101111"





By Abigail Van Buren
1579 0,  Cm:ago Ni V Nees Sync! Inc
DEAR ABBY: After 51 ;ears of marriage, our father has
left our mother! They've had their fights over the years but
we never thought it would eome to this.
Dad left mother for a 48-year-old nurse he met six years
ago when he was in the hospital for a prostate operation.
Now that this has come out, everybody is saying they
knew about dad and this nurse all along. Dad is 79 and
mother is 77. Mother is so humiliated that she hasn't been
out of the house since dad left.
What do you think of this mess? How can we get dad to
come to his senses and come back to mother? It's the talk of
the town.
DISGRACED IN LONG ISLAND
DEAR DISGRACED: Stay out of it. And you needn't feel
• -.."disgraced." A person can disgrace only himself.
DEAR ABBY: Do all marriages go stale. after 25 years?
Ours has. My husband and I don't seem to have much to talk
to each other about anymore. We used to talk about our
kids, but now that they're grown and gone. were out of con-
versation.
I have no major complaints, Abby, but the old excitement
is gone. We watch a lot of television and read, and we do
have friends, but when we're alone together it's dull. We
even sleep in separate bedrooms now.
Is there some way to recapture that old magic'? I don't ex-
pect him to chase me around the bedroom like he did 20
years ago, but we're much too young for rocking.chairs.
We stilt love each other, but ...
THE SONG HAS ENDED
DEAR SONG: I highly recommend MARRIAGE EN-
COUNTER. It's a weekend course in how to revitalize a ho-
ham marriage. It first came to my attention when several
enthusiastic readers (some married over 40 years!) wrote to
tell me that the experience had improved their marriages
enormously!
I checked it out and found it to be a legitimate, church-
sponsored program. Nothing kinky or far out. For more in-
formation, inquire at your church or synagogue.
DEAR ABBY: Among my acquaintances is a 66-year-old
widow who has suddenly announced that a "distant cousin"
has come from Canada to live with her.
She claims he is her age (he looks much younger) and
recently lost his wife.
This friend says she feels much more secure with a man in
the house. She owns her own home, they drive her car, and
all he seems,ro. do is drive her around and help with the
household chores. She claims they share expenses, but I
heard from a reliable source that her bills are still-pa,id by
HER personal check.
• Her home has only- two bedrooms. One she had converted
into a sewing room. After her "cousin' moved in. I noticed
hat the sewing room is still a sewing room, which'means
hey both share her bedroom.
When people ask if they have plans for marriage, she
laughs and says. "We are cousins!"
What do you make of this setup?
FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR
DEAR NEIGHBOR: I think every 66-year-old widow should
be so lucky. Now, what's YOUR problem?
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send S1 and • long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
Bob Stein Builds Miniatures
Of Homes As His Own Hobby
t6iURRAY
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MIDDLETON, Wis. ( AP) -
In the generation before TV
antennas forested the twat
the popular pastime for boys
was making model airplanes.
Few kitchen tables survived
the stains of airplane glue.
The rage, however, never
caught the fancy of Bob Stein.
Instead, he built model houses
- and hid them away. They
might, he considered ruefully,
be thought of as, egad, doll
houses.
One day his mother em-
barrassed him by entering a
model he had built in a crafts
contest at school. It was a
model of his own home and It
'won first prize. His mother
still has it.
Now past 40, Bob Stein still
builds model houses as a
hobby but they are a far cry
from the rude efforts of his
youth.
Indeed, they are in such
demand by people who have
gotten word of his skills that
he is battling the urge to let go
his career as a landscape
architect and pursue his
hobbY full time.
had no idea of the
popularity of doll houses," he
said.
"People are spending
fortunes on them, decorating
them, furnishing them. My
wife, Beth, bowls with a lady
who just laid out $250 for a
couch. A couch for a doll
house. When they put that kind
of-money in them they want a
good house to start with.'
Bob Stein no longer has
boyish misgivings about
making doll houses, but the
term is inadequate to describe
what he makes.
Just now, for example, he is
working on a scale model of an
actual mansion, room for
room, fireplace for fireplace,
staircase for staircase: an
exact replica built from the
blueprints of the mansion on a
scale of an inch to a foot. Slide
away a section of wall, or lift a
hinged roof, and every interior
room opens to view.
"I have a hunch the lady I'm
building it for is going to sell
her house," he said.
-Ws a beautiful place and
must hold many memories for
her. Her children are grown
and gone. I think she wants a
replica so she can at least
keep the memories."
Bob Stein's workbench is a
miniature itself: tiny table
saws, knives, clamps. He cuts
and shapes with the precision
of a jeweler.
The workbench is, in the
basement of a house 'which,
not surprisingly, he built
himself - full scale, of course.
The house snuggles into' the
side of a steep, wooded hill on
a lot commercial builders
rejected because of the dif-
ficulty of building on it.
Besides doing landscaping,
Bob Stein put his hobby to use
at one architectural firm he
worked for and made
miniatures of proposed
buildings. That's how he got
started making doll houses.
An associate, whose wife
worked in a toy store,
suggested he make some for
sale.
"Beth and I drove around
looking at houses, looking for
ones that were interesting but
simple enough to become doll
houses. We found three. I
measured them and
duplicated them.
"I build about 30 of those a
year, not counting the custom
made jobs for people with
their own plans. Beth makes
the titles, the deeds. She prints
them up."
Titles? Deeds?
"Sure. A person buys a little
house, he ought to have a little
deed"- - • --
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, MAY 20, 1979 • • • •
HEALTH
Services are expensive
‘. Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
read in your column about
the new medicine Tagaznet.
I have had an ulcer for 30
years and have chewed lots
of Gelusil and drunk lots of
Maalox. I carried milk with
me almost everywhere I
went I was willing to try
anything one more time.
I went to a local clinic and
tried desperately to get a
prescription for Tagamet
and was told! would have to
have a check up first. I
couldn't get the prescription
without the examination so 1
submitted. I got the bill
yesterday and waited a day
to cool off before I wrote to
you. Yieti wouldn't believe it
but the bill was $158 just for
X rays. I could have told
them thex_wouldn't find an
ulcer in ffiy chest. When
everything was done I got
the prescription for a total of
$400 and three days time..
I would recommend Ta-
garnet for ulcer sufferers
but try to get your prescrip-
tion without the examina-
tion. The pills really do work
but at 29 cents each and four
a day, they are expensive.
DEAR READER I can
understand why you would
be annoyed.- -People linen
feel that when they have had
expensive examinations that
don't reveal any significant
disease that they have spent
money unnecessarily.
That really isn't true. I
know it's expensive but per-
haps you should be thankful
that nothing more serious
was found.
Doctors can't just pre-
scribe medicine on the basis
of what their patients tell
them their problem is. In
your case, for example,
what if you had had an early
cancer of the stomach which
could have been cured and
wasn't found because you
didn't have any done.
In that case you cafild have
lost your life because of the
lack of concern by your
physicians.
The way this problem is
usually solved is that you
have a family doctor who
manages your medical prob-
lems. In your case your
family doctor should have
known that you've had an
ulcer because he would
probably have treated you
for years for it. It would
have been unnecessary for
him to have done a complete
total reexamination to find
out that you had a peptic
ulcer and to give you a
prescription.
When patients go to new
doctors who do not have the
benefit of the previous stud-
ies, the only choice the new
doctor has is to examine you
adequately to find out ex-
actly what your problem
really is. You cannot prop-
erly treat a patient without
knowing what you are treat-
ing.
It really is unfortunate
that these services are as
expensive as they are.
Unfortunately, those blamed
X-ray machines cost money
So do hospitals and a lot of
the other expensive equip-
ment that modern technol-
ogy has brought to bear on
improving medical care.
So you will get something
that doesn't cost much I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 1-5, Ulcers -
Duodenal, Stomach. Others
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request ta.me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY-10019.
It is safe to eat cheddar,
Swiss or'Parniesan cheese even
if it has developed a slight
mold on the surface. But, be-
fore using, cut away the moldy
part and discard it becaus0 Its -
flavor and texture call for' dis-
posal.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)dr
After a profitable time b;
yourself, you may overdo
socially and spend too much in
the pursuit of pleasure. Avoid
extremes.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
ts
You could get carried away
by good times, and as the day
progresses come on in a
manner that turns off newly
won admirers.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20
The day begins with a
preoccupation with career
matters. Later, if one social
plan doesn't work oat, you're






Green, Baby Girl (Pamela),
Rt. 2, Hazel.
Dismissals
James N. Coursey, Rt. 1,
Almo, Ky., Mrs. Denise L.
Barnett, Southside Manor, F-
4, Murray, Mary J. Skinner,
120 Spruce, Murray, Mrs.
Juanita Thorn, Bx. 33, New
Concord, Marla S. Belluscie,
708 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra K. Wallace, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
F. Dunn,. 411 S. 6th, Murray,
Mrs. Vera B. Ward, 109
Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Inez
Claxton, 711 Olive, Murray,
Claudie B. Venable, 605 Ellis,
Murray, Otis Lovins, Rt. 5,




York Baby Boy (Karen), Rt.
9, Benton, Simmons, Baby
Girl (Julia), Tyson Apts.,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lillian A. Dunn, f29 S.
4th, Murray, Perry T. Lyons,
Rt. 5 Bx. 48, Cadiz, Mrs.
Sherry L. Bowden and Baby
Boy, Rt. 6, Paris, Term., Scott
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Phelps, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Kara
J. Baldwin, Rt. 1 Bx. 423,
Mayfield, Mrs. Peggy N.
Dunning, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Ronald L. Robinson,
1604 Belmont, Murray, Mrs.
Gladys M. Bray, P.O. Bx. 54,
Hazel, Mrs. Mary J. Beck and
Baby Girl, Rt. 6 Br. 220, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Tern Denfip and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Susie M. Wyatt, Bx. 533,
Cadiz, Mrs. Barbara G. Flood,
Rt. 2 Bx. 78, Paris, Tenn.,
Cary Ahart, Rt. 1, Ahno, Mrs
Donna J. Elliott, Rt. 6,
Murray, Jeremy E. Vaughn,
Rt. 5 Bx. 2207, Murray, Mrs.
Leviathan H. Powell, Rt. 2 Bx. You may feel sorry for a
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
23, Benton, Mrs. Evelyn, _friend, but hold on to your
Duncan, 812 Main, MurraY cash. Enthusiastic plans about
Robert S. Howard, 809 Olive,
Murray, Roosevelt B. Mathis,
Rt. 1 Bx. 119, Alrno, Mary J.
Grogan, Bx. 68, Hardin,, Mrs.
Johnie Myers, 714 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Charles B. Wilson,
Bx. 133, Hazel, Eerie I
Williams, 104 N. 12th, Murray.
Mrs. Amy 0. Barnett, 309 S.
15th, Murray, Luther T
Easley, Rt. 7 Bx. 15.5.
Mayfield.





(Janice), Rt. 8, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs. Donna Lyell, 216 N
8th, Mayfield, Joe H
McKendree, Bx.‘ B5, Dexter.
Paul A. Uttle, CR Bx. 33, Nee
Concord, Joe W. Thweatt, Rt
1, Almo, Mrs. Martha I
Rains, 114 N. 7th, Murray
Byron W. Skes, 21(1
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs
Teresa D. Bebber, Rt. 3 Bx.
Murray, Mrs. Jen L Snow anr:
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Puryear
Tenn., Mrs. Beverly J. Carter
and Baby, Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. 399,
Murray, Mrs. Christine D
Powell, Rt. 1 Bx. 10CVF,
Mansfield, Tenn., Mrs
Brenda S. Estes, 1118 Cir-
carama, Murra0 Mrs
Josephine Oakley, 1312 Olive
Blvd., Murray, Mrs. Donie M
Dunning, Bx. 841, Cadiz, Mr,
Rita A. Nall, Rt. 6 Bx
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Clara M
Brandon, 425 S. 8th, Murray
Mrs, Debbie L. Long, Rt.. 3 Bx
1109, Murray, Wade E. Greer,
Rt. 2, Hazel, George R. Coffe!,
Fern Terrace, Murray, Iraur,,
Rogers, Rt. 1 Bx. 14
Murray, Mrs. Ruby 1
Lampkins, Rt. 2, Murray
interior decorating may be too
lavish.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Mistakes in judgment are
likely now. Be level-headed
and refrain from overin-
dulging in food or drink. Be
more prudent.
YOU BORN TODAY func-
tion well in partnerships.
Sympathetic and affectionate,
you're philanthropic and
would make a good physician.
Your sensitivity attracts you
to music, the stage, and
imaginative writing. Your
ability to see both sides of the
question makes you a good
diplomat and lawyer, Often
you achieve a position of
leadership in politics. In
business, you can succeed in
real estate, publishing and in
any field where attention to
detail is a factor. You may
have an especial gift for
writing. Birthdate of: Honore
de Balzac, Fr. novelist; Moshe
Dayan, Is. general; and Cher,
singer.
The day ends on a .romantic
note - but only after much
time, energy, or cash is spent
in the company of friends in
search of _good times.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/11RI'lk
You could go overboard
regarding a business venture.
Despite your enthusiasm, you
May not be seeing the picture
realistically.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) %.nP
You may feel let down by a
close one. Travelers need to
keep abreast of time
schedules. Good times could
cause you to be careless.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Concentration on work
problems is the safest way to
improve joint assets. You're
prone to take risks en-
-thusiastically.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IL
No sense mixing business
with pleasure now. You're
liable to find' your attention
split in two directions. The
p.m. can be romantic.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 24°1ç41
You seemed confused about
a domestic situation. Later,
you may take risks with diet




Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ifj6Y
A daydreaming mood im-
pedes concentration. You
needn't try so hard to impress
a romantic interest. Maintain
sense of decorum. 
Residents of Hawaii are the
,healthiest Americans, con-
cludes an article on the topic
In the June 5 issue of Family
Circle. Statistics in the
magazine indicate that
Hawaiians live an average of
three years longer than other
Americans, to age 75.9 as
compared to age 72.8, and
have the lowest death rate in
the United States, 4.9 per
1,000. The' infant mortality
rate in Hawaii is also lower,
10.6 deaths per 1,000 as
compared to the national
average of 15.2, and last year
"not one Hawaiian mother
died in childbirth."
The positive prognosis of the
state of Hawaiian health grew
out of an investigation of the
Hawaiian lifestyle done by the
women's magazine for the
June 5 issue, which is themed
- around the Aloha state.
The finished article also
reports that the islanders have
a lower incidence of the
nation's three worst killers.
Heart disease claimed 147.0
lives per 100,000 as compared
to a national average of 336.2
In 1977. Cancer killed 125.3
people per 100,000, as against
a national figure of 171.7; antl
the stroke rate is about one-
half of that found elsewhere in
the United States.
AQUARIUS Tennis Lineup For
Groups A 4N,c B Are
Limed Fok Play
Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will Olay at 9:30
a.m. with A on Mopday and B
on Tuesday. .
Pneups for Group A are as
follows:
Peggy Billington, Lillie
Johnson, Nancy Whitrner, and
Patsy Oakley.
Sue Overbey, Georgianna





Lineups for Group a-are as
follows:
Penny Cappock, Patsy
Miller, Alene Green, and
Agnes Payne.
Sharon Wells, Jana Hughs,
Kay Ray, and Shirley Boone.
Ruth Pickens, Carol Boaz,






Associated Press Food Edllot
COMPANY DINNER
Glazed Pork Butt Yams
Creamy Spinach Halls
Apple Pie with Cheese
GLAZED PORK BUTT
If you want the glaze to serve
as a sauce in generous propor-




Vs cup apple jelly
1'4 cup grenadine syrup
1 tablespoon white wine
vinegar
1 4 teaspoon dry mustard
Cook the butt in water ac
cording to wrapper directions;
drain and place in a foil-lined
11 by 7 by 2-inch pan or similar
utensil. Heat and stir together
the remaining ingredients until
the jelly melts; pour over the
butt. Bake in a preheated 350-
degree oven, basting a. few
times, for 30 minutes. Lei
stand, spooning the glaze over
the butt several times, for.
about 20 minutes. Spoon extra
glaze over the meat as it is
sliced.
  -
As to why Hawaiians are
healthier, the magazine
speculates that it is a corn-
1)1:nation of climate, life Style,
a goal health care system and
a conuratted state -govern-
ment. Genetic background is
probably not ss factor, points
out the magazine, since
-every resident of Hawaii
belongs to a minority."
The magazine found that the
Hawaiian climate, whic
seldom drops below 65 degree*,
or goes above 87 degrees,
contributes to a lifestyle
where Hawaiians spend most
of their time outdoors and are
very involved in physical
sports. The lifestyle itself
emphasizes' a slow pace.
Alcoholism is frowned upon,
resulting in the lowest in-
cidence of alcoholism in the
United States, and the
traditional concept of an
extended family, called
"Ohana" on the islands, also
plays a pivotal role.
Basically defined, with
Ohana the friends and family
of a person in trouble take
responsibWty for helping that
person solve his or her
pr obl ems .
Hawaii, says the article,
also has one of the highest
ratios of doctor to patient
population in the country, and
state law requires companies
to pay at least half of the cost
of health insurance for each
employee. With two health
insurance companies in
competition for island
members, the Hawaii Medical
Service Asociation and the
Kaiser 'Foundation Plan,
therVit constant _pressure on
hospitals and doctors to keep
costs down. For example, the
average semi-private hospital
room in Hawaii costs $110 per
day as compared to $280 in
/New York City even though
the islands' living costa in
other areas are extremely
high.
The State Health Depart-
ment --also contributes to
healthy living, notes Family
Circle, and has achieved a 99
per cent vaccination rate
against measles, rubella, polio
and other childhood diseases
in the schools. Additionally,
the department maintains a
regular examination Program
to screen for vision and
heanng defects in children
The newest aspect of the
state fitness program resulted
from a survey which showed
thillt wellness was very high on
the list of Hawaiian's
priorities. The Wellness Plan,
as drafted by the Health
Planning and Development
Agency, lays down guidelines
for exercise, diet personal
health care and aspects of
preventive medicine. And,
this spring Hawaii held its
first Wellness Celebration
with workshops, demon-













-Then, each day, you ye got your choice
Sleek Dinner
of a Baked Potato or French Foes. Toast.
any Drink and a trig lb our Soup 'n
Salad Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.











































































































Events Listed For Community
Saturday, May 19
Annual luncheon by Hazel
Woman's Club for the Senior
Citizens will be at 11:30 a.m.
at the Hazel Community
Center.)No formal invitations
will be sent, but anyone
needing transportation may
call any club member.
Square and round dancing
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Murray Shrine Club dinner
and social Meeting will be held
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant. Visiting Nobles
are wekome.
"Dance Fever" will be
presented by students of
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
at 7:15 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Persons should sign up by
today for the sixth annual
"Belles & Beaux" spring
scramble golf tournament
May 26 and 27 at the Oaks
Country Club. For information
call Dale G. Nance or Jimmy
Lamb.
Coldwater United Methodist
Youth Fellowship spill sponsor
a Walk-A-Thon from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. at the church. Food will
be sold in a concession stand
and the public is invited.
Ham Breakfast will be
served from 5 a.m. to 10 a.m.
at the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church. The public
is invited.
Open Horse Show, spon-
sored by Hardin Riding Club,
.4_ scheduled at 6 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Exposition
Center. Admission will bell.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Ghosts of
Barnes Hollow at Center
Station at 2 p.m., Natural
Dyes Today at Empire Farm
from 10 a.m. to 2 pin., and
Bag It, massive spring
cleanup with a buffalo burger
for each participant, with
check-in between Band 11 a.m.
at either North, _Central, or
South Information Stations.
Dance featuring The Sky
Ryders will be at the Murray











Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have a noon
luncheon at the lakeshore
home of Mrs. Harlan Hodges
with Mrs. Harry Sparks as
assistant hostess.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Spring Golf Tournament has
been rescheduled at 10 a.m. at
the club. Members should sign
up at the pro shop or call
Grace James.
Scout Expo 79 will be held at
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fairgrounds from 12
noon to 4 p.m. This will be for
Calloway, Graves, and Fulton
County Boy Scouts. The public
is invited and admission is $2.
Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will mann the
counters at Burger Queen
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. with
proceeds of sales to go to the
booster club.
"Wheels For Life" Bike-A-
Thon, sponsored by Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees, for
benefit of St. Jude .Children'a,
Research Hospital, Memphis,




St. John's Baptist Church
will observe its 79th Sunday
School anversary at 3 p.m. at
the church.
Murray High School Bac-
calaureate services will be at
First Baptist church at 8 p.m.
Kiriosey United Methodist
Men's Breakfast will be at 7
a.m. with services at 11 a.m.,
5:30 p.m., and 6:30 p.m. A
church wide fellowship supper
will be served at 6:30 p.m.
Homecoming Day will be
held at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church with special mem-
bership pins to be presented.
Founders Day celebration
will be observed by the First
Baptist Church with services
at 10:45 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
following by covered dish
dinner at 6 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Atkins,
formerly of Murray, will be
honored on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception
at the Farmers Bank, Prin-
ceton, from 2 to 4 p.m. The
family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Old Gospel
Singing from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850, In
Touch Walk at 3:30 p.m. and
Night Visual Walk at 8 p.m.,
both starting at Center
Station.
Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant, sponsored by Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority, WOW,





Grand Opening later this summer
and open today by telephone
SCODEN INCORPORATED
Located in, Murray, Ky. and serving this
area and the Midwest in.
*Coins and Numismatic supplies
'Stamps and Philatelic supplies
*Gold and Silver Investments
•Scoden Incorporated is proud to be this
area's authorized dealer for the Canadian
Gold Beaver (a pure gold bullion coin). Sold in
1 ounce and r,s Ounce sizes with a fineness of
9999 There is no alloy in this coin
•Available for collectors-Proof quality
Canadian Gold Beavers
I
•Genera/ and special merchandise purchased on
request at low retail prices that will pleasantly sur-
prise you!
Coll us today for further information or lust to chat about what
you yibuld Ilk, to see in the shop Our number is
Area Code 502 753-5051
Shop Hours Will Bo:
9:30-3.30 M • Th




As a special consideration to our Gold and
Silver investment eustomers, we offer 24-a•
day service by telephone for gold and silver
quotations and purchases from 9:30 a.m. on
Monday-Midnight Saturday. Exceptions-any
legal holiday at the New York Stock Ex-




Murray Woman's Club, will




Committee will meet at 7 p.m.
aboard the Princess at
Kenlake Marina for a regular
business meeting and all
members are urged to attend.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will Meet at the Com-
munity Center, North Second
Street, at 7:30 p.m. All
members and interested
persons are urged to attend.
Slides of his Holy Land
travels will be shown by the
Rev. Daniel Tucker at the
Independence United
Methodist Church at 7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will




Citizens is scheduled to meet





Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Kentucky Trooper
Richard Wright as speaker.
Penny homemakers Club
will meet with Ruth Parker at
1 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of First United Methodist
Church. This is for all single
adults over 18 years of age.
Need Line Board of
Directors will meet at 12 noon
at the Triangle Restaurant.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the lodge hall on
the north side of the court




homecoming will be held with
all day services and events.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre Board of
Directors is scheduled to meet




School will be at 7 p.m. at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Free ad-
missions with tickets given
free at Murray Ledger &
Times and sponsoring mer-
chants.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Learon McGary.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority.
Woodmen of the World, will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Donna Garland.
Murray Woman's Club will
hold another clean up day at
the club house at 9:30 a.m All
members are urged to assist





sponsored by Calloway County
Extension Homemakers, will
be at 10 a.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. This is free and
open to all interested persons.
Bible Journaling Group will
meet at the home of Jo Cleta
Williams, 1512 Canterbury
Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to Meet at the
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at7p.m. at
the Health Center.
Lunch will be served at
11:45 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center for Haze.
Senior Citizens. Center wi::
open at 11 a.m.
The word "sideburns'
originated with Civil War Gen
Ambrose Burnside, who is
reputed to have had an ad-




  Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, MAY 21, 1979
1:).<
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Your buoyant mood serves
you well in recreational
matters, but it may be
inappropriate for other in-
terests. Expect little feed-
back.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
ent:t
Refrain from a premature
rush into new projects. It's a




11( May 21 to June 201
Your optimism about social
prospects is in for a letdown.]
One friend seems to be
working against your best
interests.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22) 180
Though new ideas about
career progress are wor-
thwhile, it may be too soon to
implement them. Com-
plications may arise through
others.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)4
Before making grandiose
plans for the future, make
sure you can afford them.
Mixing business with pleasure'
could catch you off your
guard.
VIRGO 
riP‘-f\Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Talks with advisers could
lead to second thoughts about
mutual funds. Don't be talked
into making a purchase you
don't need.
LIBRA
1 Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
You may get cold feet about
a partnership matter. Sign no
papers on this day when your
attention is easily distracted.
SCORPIO nt,111.4t;'t Oct. 23 to Nov. 2D —
In your need to stand well in
the eyes of another, you could
makes financial mistake. You
may not complete all routine
tasks.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
Work assignments may
interfere with recreational
planning. Instead of grum-
bling or goofing off, do whit
has to be done.
CAPRICORN
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) '4) ‘kk.11
A talk with an adviser about
a romantic problem may
leave you with the feeling that
they just don't understand
You're perplexed too.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Communications with
partners go well, but it's a
mixed bag where others are
concerned. Postpone that
invitation to one at a distance.
PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
Don't let fantasy muddle
your thinking, especially in
business. Deceptive trends
affect communications.




Menus Listed For Week Of
Program....'Nutrition i
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Comminity Center
for the week, May 21 to 25,
have been released. These are
also the menus for "Meals On
Wheels" program here.
Any senior citizen desiring
to eat at the center, but who
does not have a ride, may call
753-8938 between 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. It is necessary for per-
sons to call a day in advance
for reservations for the lun-
cheon, according to Wilma
Wilson, site manager.
Menus are as follows:
Monday-sloppy joe, green
peas, creamed corn, hot roll,
butter,, applesauce, and milk.
Tuesday--turkey noodle
casserole: cheese, carrots,
brown bean salad, hot roll,




hot roll, butter, sweet potatoes
with marshmallows, and milk.
Thursday--meat loaf,
creamed potatoes, carrots,
hot roll, butter, peanut butter
cookies, and milk.
Friday-baked ham, white
beans, turnip greens, corn
bread, butter, carrifruit salad,
and milk.
A special Senior Citizens
Month celebration is planned
on Wednesday, May 23, at the
Douglas Community Center.
Food, games, and music will
be featured along with the
regular activities. Call 753-
8938 between 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
by Tuesday for reservations




GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. - like birds migrating home in
the spring, as many as 1,000 motorcycle riders will be
returning to Kentucky Lake this weekend.
The riders are members of the Kentucky Travelers
Motorcycle Club who will be holding a convention of sorts at
Kentucky Dam Village State Resort /lark.
Members are from. Kentucky and Indiana and riders from
nearly every state will be represented. Cyclists began
arriving today and will stay through Sunday.
No one need fear that the lakeland is being taken over by
"motorcycle gangs" - the members are not the movie
stereotypes.
Married couples, mostly middle-aged and riding as
husband and wife teams, make up the membership. Nearly
everyone rides big, white 1,200 cc bikes.
Persons driving around the Kentucky Lake area will very
likely see some of tbk riders this weekend. The club has
scenic runs scheduled in the Land Between the lakes and in
the Garden of the Gods area of Shawnee Forest in southern
The events are not open to public participation, although
onlookers are welcome. An awards presentation with several
area dignitaries is scheduled at 9:15 a.m. Sunday at the state
park near the new convention center.
At 11:30 a.m. Sunday, the riders will be escorted, two
abreast, across Kentucky Dam to the Barkley Dam
powerhouse in the weekend's final spectacle.
Proceeds from registration and the various events go to
charity. with the largest amount earmarked for the National
Hemophilia Foundation, according to Debris Henderson, a
club member from Paducah.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural affinity for the written
and spoken word. You're good
at selling your product and
can succeed in banking.
publishing, advertising, public
relations, and law. Attracted
to the arts, you'd make a fine
actor, writer, designer or
entertainer. In business.
friends are helpful to you and
you w41t succeed in any line
where personal contacts are a
factor. Avoid irresponsibility
and ja tendency to get by NI
cleverness. Don't let worry
over little things keep You
from aiming for the top. Birth-
date of: Raymond Burr, ac-
tor, Romain Gary, novelist
Clean Up Day To Be
Held, Club House
The Murray Woman's Club will hold another "Clean Up
Day" at the club house on Tuesday, May 22, at 9:30 a.m.
Janet Ward, civic chairman, urges all members to come to
the club house on Tuesday to help with this special Civic
Improvement project.
Miss Gena Cleaver Is
Honored With Events
Three prenuptial events Mrs. Molly Booth, Mrs.
have been given in honor of Phyllis Price, Ms. Georgie,
Miss Gene Cleaver, May 19th Ferguson, and Ms. Nada
bride-elect of Mark A. Wilson. Thomason were hostesses for
a luncheon held at the Dakota
The first was a household Feed and Grain.
shower held in the home of Miss Cleaver was presented




Gantt, Ernest Hargis, Velda ' The third event was a
limn, and Marilyn Starks. household shower held May 6
The honoree, her mother, at the home of Mrs. JudyMrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., and Wilson in Fulton County.
her mother-in-law to be, Mrs. Other hostesses were Mrs.
Albert Wilson, were presented Louise Wilson and Mrs. Lucy
with corsages. Wilson.
Forty-three persons were Fifteen persons were
present or sent gifts. present or sent gifts.
Day Camp Training
Planned Next Week
Day Camp Training for Leaders of the Girl Scouts will be
held Monday, May 21, and Wednesday, May 23, beginning at 9
a.m. each day at the Girl Scout Cabin in Murray.
All leaders in Murray, Calloway county, and Area U24 are
urged to attend, a spokesman said. Each one should bring a
lunch consisting of hamburger, carrot, potato, and onion
wrapped in foil to be cooked over an open fire, and a canned
drink.
For further information persons may contact Judy Jones
at 753-0200.
We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
You don't get many services these days, but
there's one that's still available Convenient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger &
Times. every clay.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger & 'Miles delivered to you,
Like we said, it's guaranteed JI your Murray
Ledger dr Times ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:30-6
PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange for our guaranteed













designated May 13 to 21 as
Small-Business Week, but the
honor apparently stuck in the
craw of at least some small-
business owners.
A news release from the
National Federation of
Independent Business says:
"A week for this group and a
week for that group — they're
all soon forgotten. Then, the
politicians possibly thing
they've appeased that par-
ticular minority or enkrprize
for a while. . . Setting aside a
-mall-business Week might
lso have ktendency to-deceive
4people into thinking that
.,;Congress is concerned about
..:the plight of small businesses,
when, in fact, all it seems to
:care about is the show."
Pretty strong statement. Yet,
small business operators seem
to have reason to complain.
Government red tape eats into
the meager profits that small
businesses make.
Although the profits of small
businesses are not big, many of
the products and services we
'need would not be available
without small business. Even
the economy depends heavily
on small business, which
constitutes 43 percent of the
Gross National Product and' 55
'percent of all priVate,
nonagricultural employment.
Like individuals, small
businesses suffer because of
inflation, high taxes and in-
creased government red tape is
especially hard on small
businesses which do not have
the accounting expertise that
:large businesses have.
The National Federation of
;Independent Business is calling
:on Congress to take positive
"...steps to improve the chances of
:a small business succeeding.
Bills under consideration of the
96th Congress would:
•rollback the minimum
wage (the 9.4 percent increase
in January came at a time the
Echoes From The Past B, Jud, %Litwin
president was urging
businesses to hold employee
wage increases to 7 percent).
.exempt teenagers from the
minimum wage to make the
necessary training of first-time
workers worthwhile.
.reorganize the Social
Security program by removing
welfare from it and by
requiring all government
workers to contribute to the
program — instead of con-
tinuing to increase the Social
Security tax for businesses and
workers.
.provide equal access to the
courts by - penalizing agencies
which hand out unreasonable
fines and penalties to small
businesses which now pay the
fines because they cannot af-
ford to go to court.
We believe the complaints of
small-business owners are
legitimate. They deserve more
than a week named for them.
As NFIB President Wilson S.
Johnson put it: "There is no
doubt that small-business
people appreciate a week of
special tribute. However, it is
also quite evident that if
Congress doesn't pass
legislation to safeguard the
existence of small business,
legislators may find that they







( .1 Column 1).1 historical and genvalogical
fineceimes. shyrie8 aml family mires. 1
Trigg County
Cemeteries
At long last. I am finishing up
collecting and recor'- 7 the cemeteries
in Trigg County for the state Historical
Society. It has been an interesting
experience, and I must admit that I
epjoy the actual field work — hunting
and recording the cemeteries,
especially the small, all-but-lost ones -
than sitting before a typewriter and
putting them into book form.
Trigg County has been an especially
difficult county to record because of its
state of turmoil for the last 40 years. A
large portion of its land has been taken
Dver by various governmental groups,
Which resulted in a high proportion of
its cemeteries being relocated. First,
Fort Campbell Military Reservation
took some 22,000 acres for the Army
base, which meant that about two dozen
cemeteries are no longer accessible,
and another dozen or so were moved to
a relocation cemetery outside of Trigg
County.
Then the impoundment of Kentucky
Lake covered many cemeteries, cut off
the access to others, and further
complicated the tracing of ancestors.
This happened shortly after Fort
Campbell was constructed in 1542. For
almost twenty years, the county was
left alone, until the Land Between the
Lakes area was taken over in 1965. At
this time, the people were moved out of
the area. Not much actual relocation of
cemeteries was done at that time, but
tke-cernelyiesiCad spec if ic boundaries-
set on them. isith,limitations on the
amount of future burials which could be
dene,---Many- of these _very._ old
cemeteries were accessible only by old
county roads which have since then
been relegated to nature trails.
About the same time, the lake
Birieley project meant that even more
family burial places had to be moved
All of these relocation projects were
done with worthwhile purposes behind
ihern, and were handled with as much
propriety as was possible. But the fact
still remains that all this moving has
made matters very difficult for
researchers and family genealogists.
The records of these moves are in
various places, making the tracing of
ancestors even more difficult,
especially for family members who
might not even know where to start
looking. Many of the TVA records are
now located in Chattenooga, although
the Land Between the Lakes main
headquarters keeps an updated record
of burials in their area.
The men at Fort Campbell evidently
made a vatant effort to record all the
graves as they were being moved, but
there were natural mistakes in spelling
of family names, etc. And since the
reservation covers four counties of
Kentucky and Tennessee, one wouki
have to be very familiar with the area
in order to know which cemetery came
from what county.
But after much hiking and crawling
through berry bushes, and searching
old records, and talking to old timers,
at last I believe I have about as ac-
curate a record of the 'cemeteries of
that county as can be expected, under
the circumstances. As is usually the
case, th4re are a few cemeteries which
persist in staying hidden -- some of
which I have gotten records of and
others merely hints that they do indeed
exist. I have met and been helped by
. many iiipd people who were_Aierested
in seeing the old settlers 6/ Te-CountY"
Preserved for future generations, and I
appreciate, all_ theirlielp.
The book shouki be ready for sale in a
few months, and will be priced at $15. If
anyone wants to put in advance orders,
I will begin accepting them at any time;
And when it is done, then I will go back
to finishing up the cemeteries in
Calloway County, which is about half












Rita Chaney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Chaney, is valedictorian,
and Tim Morgan, son of Col. and Mrs.
John Morgan, is salutorian of the 1969
graduating class of Calloway County
High School.
The successful conclusion of the 1969
Red Cross Fund Campaign was an-
nounced by Robert 0. Miller, campaign
chairman. A total of $8,194.92 in cash
and pledges has been received, and
donations are still coming in, Miller
said.
Deaths reported included Mrs.
Beulah C. Lassiter, 87.
20 Years Ago
Debbie Edmonds, daughter of Mr. -
and Mrs. Billy Edmonds, was selecied
Miss Murray High School. Her selection
was announced at class day ceremonies
on May 16.
Mrs. James Tucker, Kirksey Com-
munity 4-H Club Leader, has been
notified that the Kirksey Club's variety
show has been invited to participate in
the State Fair Variety Show in
Louisville on Aug. 16,
Births reported include a boy,
Thomas Ford, to Ensign and Mrs. •
Thomas Reed Madison. Jr., on May 15.
There has been an amazing im-
provement in child health in Calloway
County in recent years, according to the
latest official figures released by the
National Office of Vital Statistics.
W. Z. Carter, Murray City School
Superintendent running for the office of
Kentucky Superintendent of Public
Instruction, was endorsed today by all
the school superintendents of the
Jackson Purchase Area.
30 Years Ago
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Bennett and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. George Bohannon.
Mrs. Rex Huie spoke on "Women's
Debt of Gratitude" at the meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian Service of
the Hazel Methodist Church held at the
church.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "Bullwhip" starring Guy
Madison and Rhonda Fleming.
Jessie. Mae Atkins, daughter of Mr:
and Mrs. Tommie Atkins, is valedic-
torian, and Sue Workman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Workman, is
salutatorian of the 1949 graduating
class of the Murray Training School.
'1oe Pat Hackett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Hackett, is valedictorian, and
William McElrath, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh McElrath, is salutatorian of the
1949 graduating class of Murray High
School.
James M. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. Albert Lassiter, has opened his
40 Years Ago
Capt. Alec Fulton, now 87, was
conductor of the first train that ran
through Murray on the Nashville,
Chattanooga, and St Louis railroad
track on Sept. 30, 1890. according to a
feature story on Capt. Fulton published
this week.
Members of the graduating class of
Murray High School are Nell
Alexander, Ray Beaman, Joy Bland,
Kathryn Bomar, James Buchanan,
Mary Louise Cable, Jeanne Chambers,
Mary Lee Coleman, Imogene Colson,
Helen Eaker, Harry J. Fenton, Jr.,
Mary Margaret Futrell, Glen Hart.
Jane Hood, Geraldine Hurt, Georgia
Johnson, Henry Jones, Ivan B. Lamb.
Martha Nell Lassiter, Helen McDaniel.
Virginia McDougal, Hugh Thomas
McElrath, J. R. Mahan, Dorothy
Meeker, Christine Miller, Gera4cline
Miller, Ernest Oakley, Roderick H.
Dutland, Sylvia Packman, Iniogene
Parks, Clyde Crider, -Guard Ross.
Rachel Sammons, Frances Wall
Shelton, Donald Skaggs, Urbena
Starks, Ben Thurmond, Virginia Veale,
-Elizabeth - Fay Upchurch, Clara
Edrington Waldrop, Joe Marshall
r
50 Years Ago
new law offices in the Gatlin Building,
Murray.
Collus Johnson of Murray State
College will be the principal speaker for
Rural Life Sunday services at the
Sulphur Spring Methodist Church,
according to the pastor, the Rev. R. F.
Blankenship.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Let's Live A Little" starring Hedy
Lamarr and Robert Cummings.
New potatoes are listed at five pounds
for 27 cents in the ad for U-Tote-Em
Grocery this week
Ward, and Heron West.
Deaths reported this week include
William Joseph Parrish, 68.
Robert Carlton placed first_ in the
public speaking contest, and, L. C.
Miller placed first in -the —I%me
beautification contest at the District
Future Farmers of America Meet.
They are both from Kirksey High
School.
Eleanor Hire, piano, won superior,
and Oliver Hood, clarinet, won ex-
cellent in their participation in the
Kentucky Music Festival held at
Lexington. They are from the Murray
Training School.
Marriages announced this week
include Carlene Thurman to Joseph
ftexfoat on May 13.
New officers of the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
knerica are James Hugh Grogan,
Frank Ralph Cochran, Robert Hendon,
William Adams, Calvin 0. West, and
Thomas Chesley Scruggs.
Murray High School won the regional
high track meet held at Murray State
College stadium on May 13.'efy Holland
is the Murray coach.
Several hundred people attended the
Hospital Day program held May 12 on
the lawn of the Mason Hospital. Dr
Rainey T. Wells was the principal
speaker and Miss Goldie Page was
soloist.
Members of the graduating class at
Murray High School are James Beale,
James Bishop, Emmett Bowman.
Guthrie Churchill, Richard Cullom,
Cliton Doran, Clifford Doran, Clayton
Dye, Verble Drinkard, Annie Laura
Fatrner, Ruth Foster, Martha Sue
*Gat1n, MOdena ifackett, Clover
Harrison, Golan Hays, Conn' Linn
Humphrey, salutatorian, Nell Irvan,
TOI:JOritohiTstitifl, Miirtht Iteld K eft-
dy. Mozelle Linn, Martha Maddox,
Adan Mohundro, Laurine Outland,
Kathleen Patterson, Edward Sledd,
Hoffman Swann, laurine Tarry, Mary
Lou Waggoner, valedictorian, Laverne
Wallis, Harry Lee Waterfield, Edwin
Waterfield, Kelly Rhodes, Ann Parker,
Phillip McCaslin, Ruble Denham,
Victor Beaman, Coleman McKeel,
Martha Decker, and Seiburn White.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Olive Lester Bourne, A. D.
Mohundro, and Mrs. Lora Watson.
The Calloway County Medical Society
was host to a meeting of state and area
doctors here on May l4. Dr. Ben Keys
was master of cerembnies. Officers of
the Calloway Medical Society include
Dr, F. B. Houston, president, and Dr. P.
-A Hart, secretary.
New _officers of the Business and
Professional Women's Club are Mtgs.
Donnye Clinton, Mrs. B. F. Berry, Mrs.
Be Scott:- Mies Ola Johnson, Miss
Erie Keys, Mrs. G. C. AsheraftrMrs. M.
L. Wells, and Mrs. Ethel Bowden.
H. B. Taylor, C. D. Taylor, C. D. Cole,
and Roy Beaman, accompanied by
their wives, are attending two Bible
Institutes at Uvalde Canyon, Texas.
They made the trip by car and will be
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By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 19, the 139th
day of 1979. There are 226 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1588, the 130 ships of
the Spanish Armada sailed from
Lisbon, Portugal, to attack England.
The voyage ended in defeat by the
British Navy.
On this date:
In 1536, the second queen of
England's King Henry the Eighth, Anne
Boleyn, was beheaded in London.
In 1876, an exposition marking the
American Centennial opened in
Philadelphia.
In 1943, Britain's Prime Minister
Winston Churchill addressed the U.S.
Congress and pledged full British
support in the war against Japan.
In 1945, more than 400 U.S. B-29
Superfortress bombers attacked Tokyo.
In 1964, the U.S. State Department
disclosed that 40 secret microphones
had been found hidden in the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow.
In 1967, the Soviet Union ratified a
treaty with the United States and
Britain banning nuclar weapons in
outer space.
Ten years ago: The US. SuPreme
Court reversed the 1966 drug conviction
at Dr. Timothy Leary, knocking down
some key provisions of the federal anti.
marijuana laws.
Five years ago: French Finance
Minister Valery Giscard d'Estaing was
elected President of France.
One year ago: The United States
provided 18 Air Force transport planes
to aid French and Belgian missions t
rescue foreigners trapped behind rebel
lines in a revolt in the West African '-
country of-Zaire.
Today's birthday: Labor arbitrator
Theodore Kheel is 65.
Thought for today: Conceit is God's
gift to little men. — Bruce Barton,





Financial pressures often force us to
be rather pragmatic in deciding how
much care to give an animal. But now
and then we ignore "reason" and let the
heart govern in special cases. "Toby,"
a yellow and white male cat, is one of
those cases.
A call from the Police Department
one Sunday afternoon in late February
brought the Humane Society to the
rescue of a cat which had been injured
by a hit-and-run driver. The stricken
cat had lain in a ditch-in the cold for
nearly two hours before anyone would
take the responsibility even of sum-
moning help. He had eventually
crawled beneath a truck in a nearby
driveway where he cried pitifully for
help,.
Using a fish 'net and a piece of
plywood, vie were able to get the cat
into a car and to a veterinarian. It was
determined that no bones htd been
broken, but the cat's left front paw
dangled uselessly. Apparently the
accident had damaged nerves in his
shoulder, and the vet predicted that he.
would never regain the use of the leg
and that it would eventually have to be
am puts ted.
"Toby," as we named him, was
lodged at the Animal Shelter while we
hoped against hope that he would begin
to use his paw again. After about a
week, it became obvious that he was
making no progress, and the leg was
rubbed raw from dragging on the floor.
We loaded him into a car to take him
back to the vet, realizing that he would
probably have to be put to sleep.
Amputations cost money, and when the
annual avalanche of cats would hit the
shelter in May and June, healthy
animals would have to be put to sleep
for lack of homes. It did not make sense
to "waste" money on an injured cat —
and who would adopt a three-legged cat
anyway? He would have to be put to
sleep.
But surely "Toby" deserved
something better. He was such a gentle
and loving cat, even when he was in
pain, and he had gone through so much.
Surely he had earned his" right to life.
When he waS -put into the car for his
journey, he seemed to sense ,..that _the
end was near, and he let out a
desperate, mournful wail that made all
further consideration of euthanasia
impossible Remembering that a
member of the Society had recently
sent us a check marked "for the cats,"
we decided that Fate had meant it to
VP "Toby."
Now "Toby" waits patiently at the
Shelter for just the "right" person to
come along and give a three-legged cat
with a king-sized heart a•special home
He gets around very well, managing
even leaps from the top cage to the floor
when the dinner bell rings. It is not
likely that the "special" person will
come along right away, but we gave up
the "reasonable" solution in "Toby's"
case long ago, and we are prepared to
wait with him.
The. work of the Humane Society is
not tax-supported, and relies entirely
upon the generosity of the general
public. We are currently conducting our
annual fund drive. All money received
goes to help needy animals like "Toby"
who have no one to care for them
Please help us help these animals. Mail
your donation (which is tax deductible)
to us at 105 E. Sycamore Ext. Murray.
Kentucky 42071.
" ANIMALS AVAILABLE AT THE
SHELTER
DOGS
1 female part-Irish Setter, 10 weeks
old.
1 male part-Hound-Bird Dog. 10
weeks old.
3 females part-C, 10 weeks old.
al male part-Boier, 4 months old.
1 male part-Shepherd, young adult.
1 male part-Shepherd, 4 months old.
1 female part-Husky, young adott
2 female part-Spitz, young adults
1 female part-Doberman, adult
1 male German Shepherd, adult
CATS
1 female Calico, adult
1 large male Persian, 7 years old
1 female tiger stripe, 9 months
1 female tiger stripe, adult
1 fernalt black and white, adult
1 male white with gay spot, young
adult
1 male yellow and white, young adult
These and other animals at the
Shelter may be adopted by paying a $9
fee for dogs,or a $6 fee for cats, which
covers the cost of worming, distemper
shot, and other minor medical care.
The Shelter is open from 9 a.m to 1
p.m. and from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and on Saturday
mornings from 10 to 12. It is located at
105 East Sycamore Extended i off South
4th Street
Bible Thought
Teach me thy way, 0 _Loyd;
'and lead me—in.; plain PIK--
- -bee all se---14-1114-110e-140.11.44414
Psalm 27:11.
Who are our enemies? Greed,
avarice, _prejudice, dishonesty,
loose tongues; how the list
quickly grows. The Lord alone
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Munay Business News Bnefs
Roy Dunn Returns From
Baldwin Factory Tour
Roy Gene Dunn,
salesperson at Lonardo Piano
Company in Paris, Tennessee
has just returned from a six
day piano factory tour and
sales seminar. Baldwin Piano
& Organ Company sponsored
the school at their two major
U.S. factories in Greenwood,
Mississippi, .'afid Conway,
Arkansas. In addition to
witnessing the step-by-step
construction of vertical and
grand pianos, Dunn also
participated in a Customized
professional selling skills
course based on one used by









-The purpose of the school
is to give Baldwin salespeople
honest knowledge about the
pianos they sell," remarked
Russell Kurth, Vice-
President-Merchandising. "At
the same time, they develop a
sense of Baldwin integrity
which is in turn passed on to
their customers."
Seventy-two students from
around the United States and
England attended this uniaue
school on pianos. Special guest
and speaker for the
graduation ceremonies in
Conway, Arkansas was Dick
Harrison, President of
Baldwin Piano and Organ
Company. Roy is shown above
receiving hff diploma from
Mr. Harrison. Roy is married
to the former Cecilia Cavitt,
daughter of Mr. andihirs.
Cavitt of Coldwater Road,
Murray, they have two
daughters, .Carole, 11, and
Chrissy, 6. They presently







State Waterway Traffic Should Increase
Commercial traffic on
Kentucky's vast network of
navigable waterways should
be increasing in future years
as the state moves ahead with
development of riverports and
adjacent industrial parks.
Already, a variety of cargo,
including steel, coal, grain,
salt, corn and fertilizer,
passes through ports in
operation at Paducah,
Owensboro, Hickman and in
Lyon County.
And after numerous delays,
the $7 million Henderson
Riverport is expected to begin
partial operation in July.
Others in various stages of
development are Louisville,
Northern Kentucky,
Maysville, Calvert City and
Ashland.
The Louisville port has the
"greatest potential of any of
the ports," said James Nutter,
executive director of the
Kentucky Port and River
Development Commission,
but it has encountered delays
for years.
Before the Corps of
Engineers can issue a con-
struction permit for the
proposed Louisville
development, which will
occupy ove? 1,600 acres, an
environmental impact
statement must be completed;
that is not exlieCTel—Trfr—
ready before July, 1980 at the
earliest.
At a recent pilblic meeting,
residents living near the
proposed project
pressed concern about
whether firms locating in the
industrial park would add to
air and water pollution
problems.
While the Louisville project
awaits full development, a
foreign trade zone (FTZ)
warehouse is being built and is
expected to be completed this
summer. A foreign trade zone
designation offers certain
customs benefits.
In an FTZ goods can be
brought into 'the country,
stored, structurally changed
by assembly or manufacture
and 'then reshipped - all
without duty being levied,
until and unless they r the
U.S. market. --- ---
Waste material in
manufacturing-processes also
Elvis' Limousine On Display
The late Elvis Presley's
limousine will be on display at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet in
Murray on Monday, May 21,
and at Taylor Chevrolet,
Buick, Olds in Fulton on
Tuesday, May 22. At Monday's showing here
Presley's custom built, 26- and Tuesday's showing in
foot-long white stretcklincoln Fulton, Mark Barnett, bass
Continental has been seen by player for the Stamps, and
thousands of people at Don Tumlin, security guard
previous showings. The car, for Elvis, will be on hand at
insured for $600,0,00, is the showrooms to answer
equipped with a bar and questions about Elvis and tell
television. the story of the 26-foot auto.
Elvis purchased the car It has been reported that
from MGM Studios in 1975. Elvis turned down $2 milllion
About six months before his offered for the car by Hossien
death, he gave the car to J. D.
Sumner, leader of the Stamps




New Class Of Directors
MANSFIELD, OHIO — The
Tappan Company has an-
nounced that, at its recon-
vened annual shareholders
meeting, the following were
-elected as a class of directors
of the Company for a term to
expire in 1982: F.J. Callahan,
G.N. Hatsopoulos, Carl C.
Icahn.
The full board consists of
nine members.
W.R. Tappan, chairman of
the board, stated, "Although a
majority of the outstanding
shares Were voted in favor of




for under Ohio law."
He further stated, "Mr.
R.H. Stewart, who had been a
director since 1967, has retired
from the board, but will
counsel of theremain as
company."
In response to a press
release issued by Icahn
we've Got the
Shield for 'You and



















reiterating his proposal to
have Tappan hire an in-
vestment banker to solicit
offers to buy Tappan, Tappan
stated, "The Tappan board of
directors is strongly of the
view that now is an inop.
portune time to consider
seeking a sale of the company
Management's program of
disposing of loss operations Is
only now beginning to reflect
itself in considerably im-
proved earnings from con-
tinuing operations..
"The board is fully aware of
its obligations to the
shareholders to consider and
evaluate any legitimate
acquisition proposal that may
be made."
Tappan. IS a diversified
manufacturer of products








Man) people ,have quesii.
about life insurance coverac,
practices The American
of Life Insurance ansssers pirs ,, ,
inquiries _from the public
Q. How do I find out 101,11
“cash value'. of my life insurtm
policy is?
A. Every whole life insurance p.
icy has a table showing the arnoki •
of cash value that accumulate-
the first twenty years of the Is
If you have a question about th-
however, just phone your ageni
company for more information
if you wish value information
yond the period shown in the tat,'





Maybe I can save you














Shahaud of Saudi Arabia. The
car was featured at the 1977
Rose Bowl, game , halftime
show in Pasadena, Calif.
At a recent showing of the
carat Dan Taylor Chevrolet in
Sikeston, Missouri, drew an
estimated 10,000 people. The
car will be on display here and
in Fulton from 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. at the two showrooms.
's not subject to duty. Say for
example, a dress-making
company brought $1 million of
raw material into the zone,
and, in the manufacturing
process, wasted 25 percent of
the goods; it would have a
duty savings on $250,000.
Another foreign trade zone
has been established in
Northern Kentucky and will
operate as part of that area's
nverport development. As a
result of the FTZ designation,
export shipments from the
area are expected to increase
by $300 million to $1.5 billion
by the early 1980's, along with
adding about 3,000 people to
the 13,000 already employed in
the import-export business in
the area.
Ftiverport development in
the state first received serious
attention in 1966 when the
General Assembly authorized
the establishment of local
riverport authorities., State
funds for actual development,
though, were not freed until
1974; since then a total of $17u2
million in state funds has been
earmarked for riverports.
FASTER PICK UP — For 1979, Hie rugged Mazda B2000 has a 2 liter engine that 
produces 15
percent more power in the Federal version, 9 percent more power in the California 
version, com-
pared with the 1978 Mazda B1800 pickup. With either a standard 4-speed or opt
ional 5-speed
manual transmission, the truck has an EPA rating of 27 miles per gallon.
Helen Spann Completes Course
Helen Spann, Managing
Broker for Guy Spann Realty,
has received notification of
successful completion of
Course II of the Realtors
Institute conducted in
Lexington, Kentucky receRtly.
The Institute is designed to
develop professional skills of
the Realtor and covers areas
of management de 1, ve opmen
projects, taxes and financing.
Helen is a member of the
local, state and national
boards of Realtors and serves
on the Kentucky State
Realtors Politic-al Action
—Committee. She is the'
secretary for the Purchase
Area and was recently
pointed a member of
Governor's Commission










Our lives ran be chronicled in
official papers and r;rords
with as Iiirth certificates.
marriage 'license. military ser-
vice record, and sucial
security cards. If it would be
e—
difficult to replace ans
.resord, it belongs . in a safe
deposit box.
Stop in and let us show you how little it costs to





King Insurance Service, Inc.
Announces






David King, Jackie Conley
Rowena Emerson
Business
Your Independent Agent Can Serve
•All Insurance Needs.
.Group Insurance
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Racers Topple 'Racine In NCAA Opener
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
STARKVILLE, Miss. - As
level-headed as he is, even.
Andy Rice admitted to being a
bit shaken approximately five
minutes into yesterday's
game. "I - was thinking this
may be 'a super team," Rice
admitted. "I just wanted to
get the first inning over with."
He did. And the senior
lefthander went eight more
frames in hurhng Murray
State to a 5-3 victory over
Tulane in the first round of the
NCAA South Regional
baseball tournament at Noble
Field on the Mississippi State
University campus.
The 'Breds play University
of New Orleans, an upset
winner of sixth-ranked
Mississippi State in the other
first round game, tonight at 7.
Tulane, meanwhile, will face
the Bulldogs in a 2 p.m.
contest. A victory today
would place Murray in the
championship finals of the
double-elimination event
Sunday.
Rice was anything but
impressive in the early stages .
of the first inning. The Green
Wave's Brian Butera drilled a
'The Same Old Andy' Teammate




Baseball hasn't changed much
in the past eight years, and
neither has Andrew Rice.
"He's just about the same old
Andy," says Robin Courtney.
He should know. The two
have paralleled careers:
playing on the same Babe
Ruth team as 13-year olds,
facing each other on opposite
teams in high school and
getting together as team-
mates again for the past four
_ years on the Murray State
— squad.
Their act was at its best
:yesterday. With Rice sur-
:yiving a shaky start to hurl
-Jane innings and Courtney
-stunning Tulane with his
:defensive work at third base,
,the two helped the 'Breds to a
:5-3 victory in the first round of
the NCAA South Regionals for
. the first-ever win for an Ohio
Valley Conference team in
NCAA play.
"We alq:ays used to make
fun of Alidy at the way he
always walked on and off the
mound so slowly," says
-Courtney. But what wasn't
funny was that he always got
.the job done. And when I play
against him, he always got the
,best of me."
Rice also got the best of
Tulane and its 13-1 pitcher,
Kenny Francingues. He
worked out of sticky situations
in nearly every inning to
frustrate Tulane most of the
afternoon - while the 'Breds
laced Francingues for 11 hits.
Rice admits that his
ultimate goal is to play
professional baseball, so his
outing yesterday, good or bad,




"Sure, I was thinking about
that (the scouts)," said Rice.
"I knew if I could get past the
early flutings, I would have a
good chance to finish the
game."
That he did finish the game
can be attributed partly to
Courtney. The lanky senior
dove to his right in both the
fourth and seventh innings for
sparkling snares of ground
balls to cut off extra-base hits
and snuff potential Tulane
rallies.
When you have to go as far
right as I did today, you just
dive and hope for the beat,"
Courtney said. But I got a
good look at both of them
before I dove, and that always
has alot to do with it."
Like Rice, Courtney is
winding up his college career
with the NCAA play, but
denies that his four seasons at
Murray would have been
disappointing had the 'Breds
not won the OVC title, their
first since 1975.
-I've had too many good
times on this team for it to
ever be disappointing," said
Courtney. But it's great to
end my career here this way.
We've listened to talk about all
the great teams of the past at
Murray for a long time, so it's
nice to maybe be able to look
back on this one too."
Rice agrees. "Baseball at
Murray is top-notch, and I've
had a good four years here,"
he said. But this trip to the
NCAA is like icing on the cake.
Even without it, been more
than worth pay time to play at
Murray."
Courtney still laughs softly
when recalling his youth-
league baseball days with
Rice. "Andy pitched the same
way then as he does now. He
would always have the good
control, and he .never let
anything upset him. That's the
biggest thing he has going for
him, I guess.
"With other pitchers. I
sometimes felt like I needed to
go to the mound to talk to them
-Ito settle them down. But Andy
always seems to be two or
three plays ahead of the hitter.
He's thinking all the time.''
Rice's thoughts seemed to
be elsewhere in the first few
innings of yesterday's game.
ground-rule doable and
scorching single gave Tulane
a 1-0 lead and put Rice in
immediate danger of being
r'outed, but he pulled a
strikeout and a double-play
ball out of his pocket to escape
with only a one-run scar.
"You just can't let a start
like that bother you," says
Rice. "If you did, you never
would last long. I've started
off bag like that plenty of
times before, but I trY-tiikeep-
,my head in the game." -
Arid as the contest
progressed, so did Rice's
finess. In the ninth, with the
potential tying run atthe plate
in Tulane hitter Pascal
Calogero, Rice broke off a soft._
curve for-a called third time
before ending the game a
moment later with another
strikeout.
. And his leap and whoop that
Accompanied-the-out brought--
another chuckle from Cour-
tney after the game. "That is
definitely the most excited I
have ever seen him," he said
of Rice. "When you see that
something is surely there to
get excited about."
Sports At A Glance
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet. GB
Ptuladelphis 24 11
-Montreal 39 13 .401 3
St lows 19 14 .575 4
Chicago 15 17 .469 74
Pittsburgh 15 18 .455 8
New York 11 22 .333 12
WEST
CInctrinat 22 14 .611 -
Houston 21 18 IX 24
Sari Francisco 19 19 100
Los Angeles 19 21 .475 5
San Diego 15 24 .310
-Atlanta 13 n .371 114
Friday's Gamer
Pittsburgh 9, Chicago 5
Atiarita 6, San Francisco 4 •
- St Lows at New York. ppd rain
Montreal 5. Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 7. Loo Angeles 6
Matador( 3, San Diego 2.
Saturday's Games
St Louts • Vuckovich 4-2 at New York
(Scott 14,
Pittsburgh (Ramon 1-1 at Chicago eKru-
kow 1-2 •
San Francisco (Nalitu 1-2 arid Roberts
04i at Atlanta • Brozolara 0-0 and Metals
1.3.2, js
San Diego (Janes 4-2 • at Houston • Rich-
ard 4-3. (r)
Los Angeles (Sutcliffe 4-21 at Cincinnati
IMoskau 3-01. n
Montreal Rogers 3-21.1 Philadelphia
(Ctrostenson 0-0i, (no
Sunday's Games
San Diego at Houston, 2
-Montreal at Philadelphia
St Louis at New York
Pittsburgh at Chicago
San Francisco at Atlanta
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
Pet. GB
Baltimore 24 13 649
Boston 73 13 639
ffew York 21 16 568
Milwaukee 21 17 533
Detroit 14 17 452
Cleveland 14 72 389
Toronto 10 79 256
• WM'
Onnesota 24 12 867
California 23 15 1105 2
Texas 21 15 563 3
Canis City 21 18 438 44
etucairo 18 18 500 6
Clialand 12 26 316 13
Soatile 12 27 .3011 134
Frisby's Games
'Baltimore 7, Toronto 6. 11 innings
'Nest York 10, Boston O.
Detroit S. (levers:A 3
-Minnesota 10, K.aesas City 6. 10 innings
California?. Chicago 3
Milwaukee I, Oakland 0
Seattle 13. Texas 5
Saturday's Games
Baltimore • Palmer 4-2, at Toronto e Un-
derwood 04(
New York (13eatie 111 at Boston
Rainey 2-2,
Detroit ?Morris 14( at Cleveland • Watts
44,
Milwaukee (Haas 2-3) at Oakland
Johnson 94i
Minnesota (Erickson 4-11 at Karma,
My (Gala 3-21,011
Chicago 'Northern 4-3. at C.abfornia
Knapp 24






Milwaukee at Oakland, 1














MILWAUKEE BREWERS - Recalled
Tim Nordbrook. infielder, from Vancouver
of the Pacific Coast League
National League
NEW YORK METS - Optioned Kelvin
Chapman, infielder, to Tidewater of the
International League Recalled Sergio
Ferrer, infielder, from Tidewater
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS - Signed Dave
Adkins. Join McGriff. Cbris Keating, and
John Schiemann, linebackers . Tim
Vogler, center. Donald Clayton, punter,
John Martinelli. center, Terry Mastny.
offensive tackle; Mart McDaniel and
Roland Solomon, wide recievera, and
Brent Wagner. kicker.
DALLAS COWBOYS - Signed Doug
Cosbie, tight end, and Greg Fitzpatrick
and Gamy-Cobb, linebackers, to multiyear
cantrects.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS - Named
Patrick Sullivan assistant general
manager and Tom Hoffman media
relatiore director
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS - Acquired
Mike Thanes, ruruung. beck, from the
Washington Redskins for ass undisclosed
future draft choice
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS -- Signed
Dwight Clark. wide receiver, and Howard
Ballage, -kick return specialist-





I o • inferrer" Raga ,
Game 1
San Antonio 112, Washington 97
Game 2
Washington 115. San Antonio 95
Game 3
Sin Antonio 116,, Washington 114
Game 4
San Antonio Ill. Washington 102
Gaines
Washington 107, San Antonio 103
Game 6
WasMngton 106, San Antonio 102
Friday's Game
Washington 107, San Antonio 105
Western Coafereere Fasts
Game 1
Seattle 108 Phoeniz 93
Game I
Seattle 103. Phoenu 97
Game 3
Phoenix • i Seattle 103
Game 4
Phoenix a Seattle 91
' Gear 5




— Seattle 114, Phoenu 110
Cluempioarbip Phials




Seattle at Washington, 'II,'
,t
Washington at Seattle • Kingdome
Tuesday, May ni
Wastungtm at Seattle (Coliseum) • n •
Friday. Jae I
at Washington n neerSeattle
sir)
%may. Jose 3
Washington at Seattle rCollaeiuni, if
necemary
Wednesday, Jae 6
at- wa Nonfarm. • n, if neves
Friday's Sports In Brief
BASEBALL
NEW YORK •API -- The long dispute
between major league baseball and its 52
strang umpires ended as both parties
reached a new three-year agreement that
would return the umpires to the playing
fields Saturday
The negotiations that had been going on
for several weeks reached • climax at 1 40
a.m EDT when the new contract was
signed by league presidents Chub Feeney




BA (75 at t•4,—Brock, Sao
373: Muitphy, AU, 346, Rose, Phi, 343;
Foster. CM, .340, Winfield, SD, 340
RUNS-Lopes, LA, 33, Concepcn, Cin,
32. Schmidt. Phi, 3111; GMaddoz. POsI. 111:
Kingman, Ctn. 27, Pahl, His. V
sal-Murphy, AU, 35; Kingman, Chi,
33, Foster, Cin, X; Schmidt. Phi, 32,
JCna, Mtn, 26.
HITS-Russell, LA, 52: Winfield. SD, 51:
Gincepcn, Cin, 50; Foster, an, 49; Gar-
vey, LA, 49
DOUBLES-Parrish, 1111, 14; Rose. Phi,
14, KHrnandz, StL, 12; Reitz, StL, 12;
Cromartie, MU. It; Griffey, CM, 11
TRIPIES-TScott, StL, 6, Winfield. SD.
5; Moreno, Pgh, 4; Lopess. LA, 4; 10 Tied
With 3
HOME IRUNS--Schmidt, Phi, 14,
Kingman, chi, 13; Murphy, All, 13:
Lawson, MU, 10; Carter, MU, 11,.StargeU,
Pato 8. Matthews, AU,
STOLEN 8ASF.5-- Moreno, Pgh, 17,
IScott, Stlo 11; Catlett 0409, 11, Lopee, LA.
11. Travers& NY. 10. Morgan, Cln, 10:
His, 10
PITCHING • 4 Decisions (-.LoCciss, Ctn.
4-0,1 C00,3.35; Ruthven, 367,231,
ReedOPIC4-1, SOO, 281. Welch, LA, 4-1.
2.10; Bibby, Pgh, 3-1, 750. 379;
Linen, Stl., 3-1, 750. 2 X; Solomon, AU, 3-
1, 750, 355; Andujar, Htri, 3-1. 750, ZOO
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Bin, 57.
Carlton, Fen, 43, PNiekra. All, 41. Sutton,
LA. 41, Blue, SF. 40
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (75 at batai -Smalley. Min,
_413; Kemp, DA. .310; Carew, Cal, .964;
ABannistr, Chi. .346; Downing, Cal. 546,
Otis, RC. 246
RUNS-Miss, KC, 34: Lynn, Bon. 33:
leFlore, Det, 31; CWashietn, Chi 31,
Smalley, Min, II.
RBI-Baylor, Cal, 36. Lynn, has. 14.
Porter. KC, 34; Cooper, Mil, 33; Singleton.
Hal, 30; Nettles, NY. 30
HITS-Senolko, tan, 59; Rerny, Has. 50,
Cooper, MU, 50; Horton, Sao- 50; C.areve,
Cal, 4111; Bsylor, Cal, 49
DOUBLES-lemon, (111, 13: Downing,
Cal, 12; BINH, Tea, 12; Cooper. Mil, 11,
CWasLth,c2si,I1
TRIPLES--leFlore, Det, 3: Randolph,
NY. 3: Griffin. Tor. 3, Larudorcl, (al, 3,
CAL 3; ABannistr, (hi, 3: GRrett.
KC, 3; RJonea, Sec 3
HOME RUNS- Lynn, Has, 13. Thomas.
Mil. II; Singleton, Rol, 10; Smalley. Min,
9. Cooper. MIL 6, OgUvie, NULL Horton.
Sea,' •
SIOLE31 0431..N-4004,-.1[C. 17: X-210.
Sea, IS. leFlore, Det, 15. Wilson, KC, 13,
WWI, Tex, 11.
PITCHING (4 Decisional -Jolts, NY, 6-
0. I 011111- La, Kooarnan, Min, 74, 1.000.
316, Kern, Tot, 5-0. 1 Oa. 1 40: Clear, Cal,
44, I 000, 1 91, Raurnertn. CIO. 44, 1.400;
OIL ERadrigez, KC. 4-0. 1.000, 4.11,
Montague. Sea. 4.0, 1 000, 300. Rarrica.
(11.4-I, 100. 3 X
STRDCEOUTS---Guldry, NY, 53. Ryan.
Cal. 10; Jenkins, tea, 43; Kocernan.
40, Clear, Cal, 36.
Luciano and Paul Runge, president and
vice president, respectively. of the Mart-
Lague Umpires Association
Under the agreement the timpirea
received substantial increases in ssiario
per diem allowance. uoseason vacaticso
and penstoris
. The mayor difference in the old ars] new
contracts - the new one carries through
the 1961 season - provides for lined
salaries based on individual service
GOLF
CLIFTON, NJ ( AP • - Mickey.Ught,
aimless on the LPGA tour since 1913 fired
a 3-under-par 70 in a steady downpour to
grab • share it the tint-round lead in the
1100.000 LPGA tournament at the Upper
Montclair Country Club
Wright carded four birdies and one
bogey over the 6.377-yard course to tie
Kathy Ahern after the hest day of the
dreeday event,
FORT WORTH. eriss AP • - foe-Fart
Thompson carded a 2-underpar 68 to
stretch his lead to three strokes in the
second round of the 1300,000 Colonial
National Invitation Golf Tournament
Grier JC4103, Dr Gil Morgan and Mike
Sullivan advanced to a tie for second at
134 Sulbvan matched the best Inca', if the
day with a 86 Morgan shot 67 and Jon«,
had 69
TENNIS
HAMBURG, West Germany Ai
Second-seeded Harold Solomon re. • •
the semifinals of the Hamburg
national Tennis Tournament with a 4-2
victory over Wojtek Fitak
Solon)on joined fellow American F
Teltscher in the semifinals Telts
upset fifthseeded Jose-Luis Clerc 3-4 .
60
In other matches. Foldie Date bowed •
sztheeeded Jose Higueras 6-4, 6-3 7-
Pinner earned the other semifinal spot
beating Thunaz Srrud 6-2, 44, 6-2
KOBE. Japan 'AP' -- Dick
the United States defeated Japan's
Kulti 6-2. 6-1 and Betty Stove of ° •
Netherlands whipped America's Oto
Margolin 6-3. 6-3 in the opening row-if •
8175,000 international teruus tournar
VIENNA, Austria • AP • -- Chns F .• -•
Lloyd needed only 50 minutes tr •,.,
Yvonne Vermak 4-0 6-4 to fair .•.
annifinals of a 175.000 wortimis leo
tournament _
Lloyd's semifinal opponent iv-O;
Regina Marsikova. who defeated O., -
seeded Kerry Reid 04, 74, 6.2
.HOCKEY
NEW YORK • AP. - Deferiaernan o, • ,
Savant of the Montreal Canadiero
rained winner of the Bill Masterton A a
for the 1971179 season
The trophy, presented. to,
Professional Hockey Writers AIWA'
named for the late Minnesota O. et-
Stars renter and os given email) o
National Hockey league player who :so(
personifies the qualities of perseverao.
aprortsrnanship and dedication
Al Arbour of the New York sialanoen
was voted winner of the Jack Ate-,
Trophy as Catch of the Year by memo
of the NH1, Brack-asters Asa's-tato(
SOCCF.R
ZURICH, Switzerland • AP •
ezecutive committee of the won,) oo.o.
body. FIFA, gave the greahesi 1.,
final round od the 19117 World .
corrarise 24 national learns, an incre.,,,
eight over past competitions
'f1P31111.241. • --
MOUNT VERNON, 111 • A f'
Blades, who served profeanonal has,
as a player. coach, and manager
years. died at the age of 13
BIllnies was signed by tp.
Cardnials in 1919, and was the
regular left fielder Mr tour years 0 •
rrud-1920rs He managedthe i online •
second-plane finish in 1939. and roe •,
managed, and scouted other teams .• • •
retired in 1166
ground-rule double and David
Stokes followed with a sizzling
single to center to score Karl
Scheurmann, who had walked.
But Rice settled down,
getting Chuck Melito on
strikes and inducing Larry
Cabeceiras to bounce into an
inning ending double play.
"It was awfully. important
for us to get out of that inning
down just one run," said
Murray coach Johnny
Reagan, whose team captured
the first NCAA baseball
victory ever for an Ohio
Valley Conference team.
And the 'Breds wasted little
time in reaching Tulane's ace,
Kenny Francingues, for a run
of their own. Robin Courtney
,slapped a two-out single to
center in, the first. Greg
Tooley doubled to left-center
for a run, though it was far
front his biggest achievement
of the day.
He saved that for the eighth
inning by drilling a home run
far over the left field wall to
breat a 3-3 tie and give the
'Breds the lead for good. "It
was a fastball, and right
where I wanted it," Tooley
said of the game winning
blow.
Murray added an insurance
run when Bill Wagoner drew a
one-out walk, went to second
on Tony Threatt's single toleft
and scored when shortstop Bill
Vogts double play relax_
sailed high over Chuck
Melito's head at first.
.."This was a great win for
us, and it was a big one for the
OVC," Reagan said. "I think it
Major League Umps
Go Back To Work
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer '
PHILADELPHIA 1AP) =L
-Major- league umpires -went--
back to work today, richer,
with a feeling they have
proven their importance to
baseball but still bitter after
four - months of angry
negotiations.
The ,52 umpires were happy
over _the $2.5 million package
negotiated by attorney Richie
Phillips, but they were
disturbed they had to work
with eight of the men that took
their places/during the job
action.
Paul Runge, a . -National
League umpire and vice
president of the Mareeileague
Umpires Association, ex-
pressed the group's sen-
timents.
,"I promised baseball not to
unduly harass any of their
'scab' umpires and I will not,"
Runge said. "But 'there is
nothing that says I have to
introduce them to my friends,
ride in the same cab or have a
drink with them."
Phillips negotiated a con-
tract which raised salaries by
$5,000 to $22.000 for first-year
umpires to a contract scale of
$sosxio — a $10,000 increase -
for one with 20 years ex-
perience. Salaries would go to
$28,000 after the fifth year,
$38,000 after 10 years, and
$45,000 after 15 years.
The new three-year con-
tract, which replaced a five-
year basic agreement signed
in 1977, also gave the umpires
increases in per diem pay and
two weeks in-season vacation.
The per diem increases were
from $53 last season to $67 this





BALTIMORE i AP -
Spectacular Bid, winner of 11
straight stakes races, was an
overwhelming favorite today
to add the Preakness Stakes to
his accomplishments in
pursuit of becoming the third
straight Triple Crown winner.
Because the Hawksworth
Farm colt is Maryland-owned,
Maryland-ridden and
Maryland-trained, Pimlico
race course was expected to
surpass the record trowd of
81,261 set last year when
Affirmed outdueled Alydar.
Spectacular Bid, who will be
ridden by 19-year-old Ronnie
Franklin for owners Harry,
Teresa and Tom Meyerhoff,
drew only four rivals for the
13-16 mile Preakness, second
leg of thoroughbred racing's
Triple Crown. All the rivals
come from the Kentucky
Derby which Spectacular Bid
won by 23. lengths..
General Assembly. who
finished second in that first
lett, is expected to set the pace
with Flying Paster, -the
California colt who ran a
disappointing fifth behind
Spectacular Bid. Golden Act,
the third-place finisher in the
Derby, and Screen King, who
was sixth at Churchill Downs,
both are late Pin ishers.
Despite an apparent victory
in the long-awaited set-
tlement, the umpires were
very unsettled over, being_
joined by eight men signed to
major league contracts during
the work stoppage. This
prompted a vehement and
sometimes loud debate during
41k3-hour meeting Friday in a
Philadelphia motel.
Phillips presided over the
umpires' session and an-
nounced unanimous ac-
ceptance of the agreement.




Feeney made a simultaneous
announcement.
"We are glad this situation
is resolved after inany 'good
faith' bargaining sessions with
Mr. Phillips," MacPhail and
Feeney said in a joint
statement.
Baseball's statement also
expressed appreciation of a
"generally fine job that
substitute umpires did in most
areas around the country."
"We are pleased with the
new, young umpires we have
brought up to our staff during






fought vigorously - against
retaining the eight newcomers
but finally was forced to ac-
tent the inevitable.
"This is a democratic
society. I was voted down,"
said Wendelstedt. "I'm in the
minority...I had no choice if I
want to make a • living :in
baseball."
It really wasn't so much that
Wendelstedt was voted down
but that MacPhail and Feeney
were adamant on the issue,
and the umpires had to give in
that akea to gain in others.
will almost solidify our
aifflOmatic bid to the NCAA for
the next two years."
Though Rice seemed to
improve as the game wore on,
he needed sparkling defensive
plays - particularly from
third baseman Robin Cour-
tney and center fielder Tony
Threatt - to work out of one
jam after another.
Murray entered the fourth
inning in a 2-2 tie, but Larry
Cabeceiras, Who played on the
same team as Rice in a
summer baseball league,
drilled his first offering of the
frame for a homer to give
Tulane a 3-2 advantage.
But Vogt was robbed of a
double when Courtney dove to
his right to snare a shot down
the line and throw to first in
time. The play proved even
more Important later, when
both „ Joe Morse and Billy
Gaudet singled before a
groundout ended the inning.
Still trailing 3-2 heading into
the sixth, Rice watched'
Cabeceiras wallop another
pitch to center, but Threatt
banged off the wall in center. to
make the catch, and shortstop
Steve Sencibaugh started an
around-the-horn double play
to-end the frame.
- The 'Breds tied the score in
their half of the inning when
Tooley, who finished with
three hits, lofted a soft pop fly
that fell -into center field for a
single before scoring an out
later on Wagoner's double to
the wall in left.
Francingues, who had won
two games during the Metro-7
Tournament to help the C.reen
Wave to their first conference
title in any sport, entered the
contest with a 13-1 mark. But
the 'Breds finished with a
whopping 11 hits. and were
aided by four Tulane errors -
two by Franciugues.
"We' respected Murray and
knew they had a good club,"
said Tulane coach Joe
Brockhoff. "I don't think it
was a case of our overlooking
them. My kids knew they had
to play well to win, but Murray
just played a little letter."
Tulane, 33-12, now faces
elimination front the tour-
nament should it lose today.
Murray, meanwhile, is in
the envious position of being
able to lose today and remain
alive in the tournament. "This
is the most motivated team
I've ever coached," Reagan
said. "It played up to its
potential today."
Rice, no' 7-2. was estatic:
with the triumph. "This'
should show everyone that the
OVC plays a high brand of
baseball," the Evansville,
Ind., native said.
The '131reds trailed 2-1 in the
second inning but erased the
deficit Tom Fehn led off the
inning by singling on the first
pitch, advancing to second on
a groundout and scoring on
Mike Calicchio's grounder
that bounded over the head of
Stokes at third.
Tulane's Vogt gave his team
some hope in the ninth by
beating out an infield hit, but
Rice forced a groundout and
struck out pinch hitter Pascal
.C.alogero on a called third
strike. After Karl Scheur-
mann drew a walk, Rice
fanned Buteta ' to end the
game.
"I had good luck with my
slider, and it seemed to get
better in the late innings,"
Rice said.
Doyle Millet, a senior south- -
paw from Shelburn, Ind., is
the likely starter for the
'Breds today.
MURRAY 5
ab r h ii
Perdue. 2b 2 0 0 0
Sencibaugh, sa 6 0 2 0
Courtney, 31' 3 I 1 0
Tooley, V I 2 3 2
Fetal, A 4 I 1 0
Wagoner, lb 3 1 1 I
Threitt, t 1 0- - -
Cabcctuo, dir 4 0 7 I
Orem c 4 0 0 0
Ricel p 0 0 0 0
totals 32 5 11. 1















ab r h to
3 0 0 0
5 1 2 0
4 0 2 2
4 0 1 0
4 1 1
4 0 1 0
0 1 0




0 0 0 0
34 3 10 3
Palatal
ip r er
'Rice (W,7-21 9 3 3
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Murray High coaches Mike Miller (lett) and Cory Miller were all eyes during the Tigers' Second Region baseball victory Thursday,and they will be all ears tomorrow, when the draw for the sub-state tournament in Owensboro is held.
Stuff photo by Tony Wilson
Dandridge Bucket With 8 Seconds
Left POts Bullets Into Playoffs
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) —
When the chips were down,
Bobby Dandridge knew it was
up to him to make the shot that
would enable the Washington
Bullets to defend their-NBA
championship against the
Seattle SuperSonics.
It makes you feel good that
you are capable of shooting
that shot," ./said Dandridge
after the Bullets defeated the
San Antonio Spurs 107-105
Friday night to win the best-
of-seven Eastern Conference
final series 4-3.
"I was working for the, best
possible shot. I knew they
would try to double me if I
went back into the center so I
just put it up."
Dandridge, the Bullet?. high
scorer with 37 points, hit a 12-
foot jumper from ,the right
base line with just eight
seconds left to lift Washington
into the championship round Vanak.
against Seattle, the same We had it and they took it
team the Bullets defeated for away from us," he said of the
the title in seven games a year referees. The calls he
ago. • LVanaki made stole the game
The best-,of-sevet_. chatn-i from us. Vanak save them the
pionship series opens Sunday game. Calls you -just don't--
in the Capital Centre, with make, he was making for
Game 2 here Thursday. The them. They took the heart out
- following two 'games will be of us.'
played in Seattle May 27 and Motta said it was tough
May 29. mentally being down in the
"It's a shame either team series 3-1 and in the back of
had to lose that thing," said your mind you know you're
Washington Coach Dick the better basketball team."
Motta, whose club rallied In winning, Washington
from a 10-point fourth-quarter became only-the third team in
deficit. "They played this the NBA's 33-year history to
series good enough to win, overcome a 3-1 deficit toxin a
This may have been two of my seven-game series. The others
most difficult, weeks ,in were Roston in 1968 and Los
basketball." Angeles in 1970.
However, San Antonio Asked about the final
'Coach Doug Moe, as he did on Dandridge shot, Motta said.
Wednesday night; blasted the "Bobby had the ball and we
referees, particularly John told the rest of the guys to get
out of the way. It was just
what we had been doing all
year long."
However, San Antonio still
had time for another shot
Elvin ,Hayes who had 25_ 
points and seven blocked
shots, rejected a short jumper
by the Spurs' James Silas. The
ball went to Larry Kenon but
Dandridge stole it as the clock _
ran out.
"San Antonio usually goes to
Silas on the last play, _
especially when Gervin is
hot," said Dandridge, who
guarded Gervin the last seven
minutos. "I just fronted
Gerv..1 and tried to keep the
ball away from him."
Gervin, who scored 42 points
even though he was shut out in
the first quarter, said simply:
"It's summertime for me. It's
all over. Go talk to the win-
ners."




opened in Boston with a hit
performance.
"I'm just glad that when you
get beat by . 10 runs it only
counts one game instead of
three," said Boston Manager
Don Zimmer after a 10-0 rout
by j.he world champions
Friday night.
It was the first meeting for.
the Yankees and Red Sox
since last fall's dramatic
American League East
playoff, and New York's
margin this time was far more
pronounced than that tingling
York
5-4 victory. This time, the
Yankees made- it easy for
themselves by blasting out 17
Yankees hits'
"There's not much sense
talking about it because we
didn't get any runs," said a
dispirited Zimmer. "It's over
with. — we'll just have to start
again tomorrow."
Jim Beittie was one of the
Yankee stars this time,
hurling a four-hitter. The
performance was con-
siderably more satisfying to
the young right-hander than
his showing in Fenway Park
last June, when he was shelled
by the heavy-hitting Boston
team.
-Even though I bombed
here last June and shipped
back to the minor leagues for
a while, I like playing here,"
said Beattie, a former Dar-
tmouth College star. "It's sort
of like pitching at home
because all my familY lives
close by."
In the other American
League games, California
turned _back Chicago 7-3;
Minnegota trimmed Kansas
City 10-6 in 10 innings;
Baltimore edged roronfo 7-6
in 11 innings; Detroit stopped
-Cleveland 5-3; Milwaukee
blanked Oakland 8-0 and
Seattle hammered Texas 13-5.
Reggie Jackson capped a
three-run fifth inning with a
bases-loaded, ground-rule
double to key the Yankee
victory. Former YankeeNike
Torrez, the loser in last year's
playoff game, was cuffed
around once again by his old
teammates. Torrez was
tagged for 10 hits befere being
replaced in the, eighth, wher.
the Yankees scored _four in-
surance runs.
New 'York's • Bucky Dent.
whp.hit a three-run homer in
last year's playoff game, was
booed by many in the crowd of
33,694 at Fenway when he firs)
came to bat against Torrez
But it apparently didn't bother
•
Murphy Homers Lead Braves' Win
By BRUCE LOW TTT
. AP Sports Writer
Coming into Atlanta
Stadium can mess up any
pitcher's head. But Vida Blue
says his was that way long
• before he faced the Braves
Friday night.
Blue, who won his first four
games for San Francisco this
year, has been hit hard and his
record has slipped to 6-4. Dale
- Murphy of Atlanta hit him the
hardest with two of his three
home runs that drove in five
runs and carried the Braves to
a 6-4 victory over the Giants.
Bob Horner also homered off
Blue.
In the rest of the National
League it Was Houston 3, San
Diego 2; Pittsburgh 9, Chicago
5; Montreal 5, Philadelphia 3,
and Cincinnati 7, Los Angeles
6. St. Louis at New York was
rained out.
"I'm just in a rut ifiltd I've
got to get out of it," said Blue.
"I don't think I'm thinking
right. Right now I'm just
expecting . bad things to
happen. Murphy's hot now.
The ball probably lobks 10
times as big to him.
"This stadium is worse than
Fenway Park, because in all
three secticms of the park here
the ball wilt carry," Blue said,
comparing Atlanta's home-
run heaven with Boston's
bandbox and its famed Green
Monster wall in left field. "At
least at Fenway you only have
to worry about a couple of
spots. _
• Astros 3, Padres 2
Joe Niekro's four-hitter and
J6se Cruz's tie-breaking
single in the eighth inning
carried Houston past Rollie
Finger and the Padres. Cruz'
got his blooper after Craig
Reynolds beat out a bunt and
Enos Cabe!l got in infield
- single.





would have broken a pane of
glass," muttered Fingers, the
loser. ''A bunt single, an in-
field hit and a broken-bat hit
— put it all together and it
spells 'I,'."
Pirates 9, Cubs 5
Chicago, a 23-22 loser to
Philadelphia on Thursday,
gave up a mere nine runs to
the Pirates as Willie Stargell
hit a two-run homer and Dave
Parker and Steve Nicosia had
solo shots.
But Ken Holtzman didn't get
off so easily. With the Cubs'
bullpen worn out from the
previous 'day's slugfest, he
went the distance and gave up
all 13 Pittsburgh hits.
Chicago's Dave Kingman,
who hit three homers against
the Phils, got No.13 of the year
against the Rues.
Expos 5, Phils 3
Andre Dawson Capped a
three-run seventh inning with
a two-run homer to give the
Expos their victory in
Philadelphia.
Dick Ruthven was shooting
for his seventh victory and.
with a 3-1 lead going into the
seventh, seemed to have it
se&red. But Ellis Valentine
doubled and came around on
grounders by Larry Parrish
'and Chris Speier. Then
Tommy Hutton got a pinch-
single, Dawson got his 19th
homer and Ruthven got his
first loss.
Reds 7, Dodgers 6
Joe Morgan led off the Reds-.
ninth inning with a single,
Paul Blair bunted him to
second, -.then Dan Driessen
sent him steaming home with
a looping single which
- charging Los Angeles left
fielder Dusty Baker couldr't
quite handle.
The Dodgers trailed 6-2
heading into the eighth inning,
then two-run homers by' 8111
Russell and Steve Garvey tied _
it.
Todd Places 4th In High Jump;
MHS Relay Team In State Finals
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Bill Botts of Erlanger Uoyd
and James Topp of Paducah
Tilghman recorded season
bests for Kentucky as the state
High School Track and Field
Meet for boys and girls in
Classes A and AA began at the
University of Kentucky Sports
Center.
Botts - Won. the shot put
competition Friday with a toss
of 56 feet. His throw surpassed
the state's previous best
outdoor toss of 53 feet, 8 inches
by Don Portis of Thomas
Jefferson.
Topp,-a junior, turped in thFe
state's finest triple jump of
1979. His hop, step and jump of
482t2 in AA competition
bettered the 47-10 by Keith
Richardson of Lexington
Bryan Station.
Mina Todd of Calloway
County High School placed
fourth in the high jump in the
Kentucky State Track and
Field finals held Friday in
Lexington.
Her leap was 4-foot-10.
Also for CCHS, the girls mile
relay team of Rose Ross, Jena
Hoke, Melissa Miller and
Ellen Mahan qualified for the
finals to be held today. Miller
also qualified for the finals of
the 330-yard hurdles.
The Murray High School
440-relay team of Jania
Washer, Tammy Campbell,
Starr Jones and Candy
Jackson qualified for the
finals in their event. The 880-
medley relay team of Washer,
Campbell, Jones and Donna
Rouse also made it to the
finals.
Lawrence "Choo Choo" Lee
of Paducah Tilghman, whose
team is hoping for a seventh
AA title, was the fastest
qualifier in the 100-and 220-
yard dashes: He won his 100
heat in 10 seconds flat and a
220 heat in :22.67.
Lee's main competition
came from Thomas Venable
of Somerset, a University of
Kentuckybound football star
who last year ran second in
the 100 and won the 220 and 440
when Somerset was runnerup
to Trigg County in the Class A
team race. Venable won his
AA heat in the 100 in 10.1 and
the 220 in :22.72.
Tim Back of University
Breckin ridge, who ran third in
the Class A two-mile run last
year and who had the state's
best time of 9:36 this year,
won't be running in today's
mile or twomile.
Back also qualified for the
880-yard run, but when
preliminaries for that race
were held Back scratched,
disqualifying him from other
events, according to state
track meet rules.
The biggest surprise in girls
action was Vicki Henderson's
win over Rhonda Boyd in the
Class A long jump. Hen-
derson, from Henry County,
juniped 17 feet, 2's inches to
take first place. Boyd, the
defending champion, could do
no better than 16-11.
Thompson Holds Colonial Lead
FORT WORTH, Texas ( AP)
— -Leonard Thompson in-
spected more than a few
burikers and toyed with the
idea of uprooting several trees
before finally winding up with
a three-shot • lead after two
rounds of the $300,000 Colonial
National Invitational golf
tournament.
With mixed emotions, he
returned today to protect that
lead.
"To play a round like that
and still come in with a 68 is an
uplifting experience," con-
fessed the burly North
Carolinan after Friday's
erratic tour of the 7,135-yard,
par-70 course.
Thompson's.; 65-68-133 left
him with a flump but
precarious cushion over Mike
Sullivan, Grier Jones and Gil
Morgan.
"A three shot lead is about 9
or 10 less than I'd like to
have," he quipped. "There is
still a lot of golf left. I know
there are several guys that
can shoot 65-65 in the last two
rounds even if the wind blows
50 miles an hour."
Thompson, a two-time
winner on the pro circuit,
survived the gusty, perplexing
cross winds and a multitude of
sins with a deadly putter that
failed him only twice.
"I made every putt I had to
make," he said, admitting
that his 68 was at least four
strokes better than he
deserved. "There were a
couple of times I wasn't sure
I'd even hit the ball."
On the brighter side, he
said, "I feel like I've got My
worst round out of the way."
Sullivan, a non-winner in
four years, matched Bobby
Wadk ins' 4-under-par 86 for
the hest round of the day and
attributed his success to an
early start. "The wind didn't
begin blowing until the seveth
hole," Sullivan said.
Wadkins, at 2-under, was
five strokes off the lead.
Wright Leads LPGA Tourney
CLIFTON, N.J. (API —
Mickey Wright, at the ripe old
age of 44, still has a few tricks
left in her bag of clubs.
It's been more than a
dettiU.sincb 'the I.PGR Thgend —
has played regularly on the
tour, which makes her 3-
under-par 70 in the rain-
drenched opening round of the
$100,000 LPGA tournament at
the Upper Montclair Country
Club Friday 411 the more
remarkable.
"I never play a round of golf
except when I come out on the
tour," she said after her round
of four birdies dnd one bogey.
good enough to put her in a tie
with Rattly -Aliern for first-
place.
Wright has four U.S. Open
and four LPGA titles to her
credit and holds the ',PGA
record with 82 career 
tories, including a record 13 in
1963. -
Elvis Presley's Car On Display
At Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Showroom
Monday, May 21st




SEE THE KING'S CAR
Elvis Presley's custom built automobile will be
on display at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet this
Monday from 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. The King's own
26 foot white stretch Lincoln is equipped with
a TV and bar. This car is insured for $600,000
with Lloyd's of London. In addition, Elvis'
- guitar will be on public display and people
close to Elvis will be on hand to answer
questions about the car and the beloved king
of rock 'n roll. Mark Barnett - bass player of
Stamps Quartet, Don Tumiin - Elvis Security
Guard. The first 30 customers buying new
units from May 1510 10 p.m. May 21st will
receive a chauffered ride in Elvis' car. (Elvis
gave this custom built Lincoln to J. D. Sumner
of the Stamps Quartet 6 months before Elvis
died).
One Day Only-Monday May 21st
9 A.M. 10 P.M.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
WHERE THE BEST DEALS ARE "TAYLOR" MADE
Hwy. 641 South Murray,
753-3332 Ky.
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Anthony Sheppard, son, of Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Sheppard,
Murray, caught this 5 pound 1 ounce bass while fishi
ng in a
farm pond. Anthony is having the bass mounted 
by Paul's
Taxidermy.
Stuff Photo Ity Mary Barrer
Conditions are improving
each day as the sun continues
to warm the water.
Many out of town fishermen
have been quietly loading
their live wells with nice size
crappie the last 3 or 4 days. I
saw several after they were
cleaned and they were nice!
I asked each group their
methods for taking crappie
and got many varied answers.
Some were almost un-
believeable even as fish
stories go. I was able to find
some big crappie in the fallen
treetops and I believe they are
trying to spawn.
You must be careful when
fishing these treetops because
shaking the branches will
spook the fish away. Most are
still green and you will hang a
hook trying to get into the
"good" places. Be patient and
work it loose slowly.
The muddy water has had
little to do with the majority of
the crappie taken this week
since they started spawning,
so don't waste time trying to
Hal Barrow, left, Murray, and Cargene May, Risco, Missouri, dispiay 16 of their 35 crappie
they caught Sunday, May 13. The two were fishing the Donaldson Creek area on Barkley 
lake.









Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Kenlake Marina
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin 502 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
Scout 4x4








find clear water, just find
some brush.
The sauger have been
moving in and out along the
shallow rocky banks feeding
sporadicly on the small
minnows and crawfish.
Crankbaits and jigs have been
the best lures to use but you
must work them slowly along
the bottom. Sanger spawn in
February and March so they
are fat and sassy again by the
time other fish get the notion.
Black bass have been the
most affected by the cold
fronts, falling water, muddy
water and everything else that
upsets fishing.
Very few have been taken
for the man hours spent
fishing and many an angler
has gone home shaking his
head. We have some of the
best waters in the nation but
the fish per man hour must be
very low.
We have had •- -several
suggestions from concerned
fishermen and some of them
are being checked into by a
committee from the Murray
Bass Club, led by the able
attorney Don-A. Jones. I am -
sure we will have Some good
information for you very soon.
It if time for the black bass
to get a little attention in
Frankfort since it is close to
election time.
Catfish have begun to spawn
along the rocky shorelines and
areas of riprap. Night.
crawlers are very good for
bait this time of the season,
however, minnows will work if
nothing else is available.
Several were taken last
week by bass fishermen
casting the shorelines with
deep running crankbaits.
Take a youngster fishing
and let them practice for the
jr. fishing tournament on the
Land Between The Lakes June




appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON NIcCLURI
Take 94 East our of Murray for 2 fn,les 
Turn rtght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mlirs past 
Sooner; Grocery Take







Sporting Goods Dept. r
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equip. a






Bourne is on vacation, and in
his absence he's subaiittecl
this article entitled "Scat-
tergun Poetry." The article
was written by Tom Cham-




There is motivation in great
beauty. How many of you
regularly watch the winter




Have you reCently con-
templated the glistening
morning dew in a spiderweb
as autumn turns the foliage in
the background a crunchy
crimson and gold? Deer and
squirrel hunters will raise
their hands.
Do you spend much time on
your knees exploring the
mysteries of a half acre brush
pile? Rabbit hunters will
smile knowingly at the
mention of this tangled
.bramble world..
Who but the sons of hunters
are taken afield to observe
'how a covey of quail stays put
in bitterly cold weather? How
many youngsters, other than
the offspring of hunters, have
• ever seen a muskrat; a loon, a
porcupine, or even an eagle in
the wild?
Campers, for example, miss
a lot because they like to keep
burning a fire that warns the
creatures to give that spot a
wide berth. Hikers insist on
fairly constant movement that
friezes animals in their tracks
and renders them invisible to
most human eyes. But hunters
have learned to be un-
comfortable and hold still
until they begin to blend into
their surroundings. Then the
magic moments have a
chance to happen.
The' waiting and stalking
part of hunting is the op-
portunity that Nature uses to
set the hook deep inside a
hunter. The young become
wide-eyed, and more
sophisticated adults wonder at
the marvels that sneak up on
them.
Most animals that inhabit
the woods and marshes are
not hunter's prey, yet any
collection of stories told by
shooters gathered around a
hickory log fire will include
one about pulling quills from
the nose of an inquisitive bird
dog pup and the porky that
sauntered off after inflicting
the lesson. There may be a
frightening call that makes
chills that run up your spine
even under wool longjohns
when that crazy bird of the
marsh cuts loose late in the
night. A rib-tickling yarn
might concern the first time
cousin Harry crossedthe path
of the woods kitty with white
racing stripes and elephant-
stopping exhaust. The
collection of stories spin on
endlessly into the night. You
just do not get to see the
wonders of nature unless you
are willing to be tired, cold,
cramped, and a little bit
scared in the process.
Dying, the hunter learns, is
a part of the passing seasons,
a link in the natural
progression of time. Because
of this observation he loses
some of his instinctive fear of
man's ancient foe, Mr, Death.
The rfood chain of prey and
predator, the victims pf
disease, of starvation and of
accidents are all there. That
knowledge of the face of death
lessens the outdoorsman's
fear of other things.
There is no quicker way to
end a pleasant conversation
with a hunting enthusiast than
to mention you are against
such things as guns and
hunting. Only a few years ago,
anti-hunting talk was easily
laughed off as the ravings of
an ineffectual and demented
mind, N6 longer LS that true.
The anti-hunting lobby in the
capital cities of this nation is a
very real, well financed force,
and hunting groups have also
mobilislrinzed. Each - year,
Au brings not only the
hunting seasons, but also the
inevitable barrage of charges,
questions, accusations, and
legislative prorsals of the
anti-hunter. The furor seems
to make no progress in either
direction, but periodically, it
heats up or cools down
depending on the direction the
political wind is blowing.
Neither side really makes
much- of an effort to un-
derstand the other. The
Three limits of crappie were caught by these men Sunday,
May 13, they are left to right, Donnie Boyd, Phillip D
arnell,










HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-0
The Largest Caught & Weighed
of Each, At Hickory Hut
During May Wins
A SHOULDER OF BAR-8-Q
/
B r Wink &ems
Poetry
primary stumbling block, you
see, is that the hunter has a
problem trying to explain why
he goes afield, why he feels a
heed to stomp through the
fallen leaves and snow in an
often unsuccessful pursuit of a
quarry he admires for its
resilience and resour-
cefulness. What it usually
boils down to is that he loves
it. Love is the realm of poets,
and predictibly, the shooting
sportsman turns into a bard at
the drop of a passing. question
about the outcome of his latest
weekend outing. The op-
position is seldom interested
in listening to those couplets,
sadly enough, and that sort of
thing does not make good
reading in the Congressional
Record.
One side deplores death and
feels the killing of wild
animals by sportsmen should
be ended. Death, in certain
circumstances, is an even
greater horror to the hunter
than to his opponents. There is
obvious revulsion in the
senselessness of a massive
fish kill. The discovery of
some new habitat destruction
brings anguish to the heart of
the sportsman. But he is not a
creiture filled with despair,
unless facing a future without
an excuse to slip out of the
house on a chilly afternoon,
anticipation quickening his
step, and with his favorite
shotgun tucked under his arm.
What the hunter deplores is
waste, the thoughtless casting
aside that is often the by-
product of progress. He fights.
those wasteful practices
which he views as a danger to
his sport. Over the years
shooting sportsmen have
opposed many propositions
that other people viewed as s
chance for profit, food to eat,
and supposedly shelter. When
asked for reasons why he
posed such opposition, the
hunter could only answer with
his poetry of love, a love of the
wild country and its creatures.
Someone must have un-
derstood, for the hunter
generally won his battles.
A stock argument, against
hunting is to avoid wiping out
a species, in the way that the
market hunters eliminated the
passenger pigeons of a cen-
tury past. There is the
suggestion that you should
think of your children and
their children. You are urged
to preserve the onirruilsfor the:7 broker _for J. C. Bradford
generations not born. !
That is exactly what the
hunter does best, and not only
with the millions he spends on
habitat, licenses, firearms,
taxes, game research, and
such. But more importantly he
passes on to the young his
fascination with Nature's
ways, in much the same way
such knowledge and skill was
handed down centuries ago —
by father to son. Who else does
this?
The deadly rattler is
terrified of man, yet the
relatively vulnerable skunk
fears no predator. What does
the Blue Jay, at the top of his
lungs, squawk about all day
long? Hoy,In crows survive
long enough to learn the safe
methods of attacking a red
tailed hawk? Spiders appear
from nowhere, disappear into
thin air, and leave behind
magnificent structures as
testimony of their presence.
The heron stands motionless,
waiting for dinner to swim by,
and the buzzard soars ef-
fortlessly above when no
breeze stirs. There is no irony
greater than that of the puff
adder that swells up to scare
its enemies, then rolls over,
playing dead when the danger
comes too close.
A man who watches these
things learns a sense of
belonging that will forever be
a part of him, forcing him to
return to the fields, woods and
marshes each year as long as
he is able. And when he must
send the boy, grown into a
man, out alone, the hunter will
still be able to travel on the
paths of his memory. Those
roads carry the weary.
Folks who don't understand
will call him a fanatic that
lives in an unreal world of
plentiful game and few
hunters. They will call for
prohibition, for an end to the
killing. They build their forces
now, and they may prevail.
Who then will study the
bobwhite, the cottontail, and
the greenhead? Who then will
admire the acrobatic artistry
of the dove, and wonder how a
whitetail vanishes into a
thicket? Who then will rise in
the dark to walk the ridges
and search the laurel for a big
brown grouse? Who then will
take the boy afield to learn to
sing of the woods and marsh
and love the creatures as only
the hunter can?
Thirty-six year old Tom
Chamberlain was born and
raised in Chattanooga, Ten-
nessee. A graduate of the
University of the South at
Sewanee, Tom is a stock-
Company and a free ranee/
outdoor writer f the
"Chattanooga Times." Tom
has been an avid hunter since
the age of six which has
greatly contributed - to his
appreciation and un-
derstanding of Nature.
Harley Bolen, 618 Brood Street Ext., Murray, came home with
a nice string of 16 crappie, 2 catfish, and 2 bluegill Friday, May
18. Mr. Bolen was fishing the creek below the Coles Campground
watershed. Mr Bolen is retired after eight years with the Street
Department.
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Billie i Monk) and Barbaro
Hendon, Murray- caught
several bass last week out of
Cypress Springs Douk. The
Hendons were fishing a lunker
lure and seemed to have done
pretty good.
Dub and Bill Polly have
been fishing out of Cypress
Springs Dock this week but I
have no report of how many
fish they have caught.
The youngest fisherman in
the Vaughn family, Gidget,
seems to have been getting
lessons from her daddy in
casting this week. Gidget is
the daughter of Jackie and
Suzette Vaughn.
A report from Murray Bait
C'o cisme in Wednesday, May
16 about Larry and Wanda
Suiter, Murray, it seems they
came in with a cooler full of
crappie. The Salters did not
have a count, they were
fishing Energy Bay.
Sam Rodgers came in
Wednesday, May 16 with a
string of 49 crappie. Rodgers
was fishing on Barkley Lake.
If you like to fish ror catfish
now is the time, there
have been many reports for
large strings of catfish coming
in from around the rip-rap at
Jonathan Creek. From the
reports it was large numbers
and large size.
The fishing has seemed to
have slowed down some on
Kentucky Lake, but there are
still several being caught on
Barkley Lake.
Don't forget the BASS.
tournament out of Kenlake
Marina, Aurora. I do not have
the checkout or weigh-in time,
but the days are Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, May 23,
24, 25.
Murray Bass Club will hold
a tournament Sunday, May 27,
out of Cypress Springs Dock,
on Kentucky Lake. Starting
time will be 6 a.m. and the
weigh-in time will be 4 p.m.
Two men placed in the top of a recent Wavery, Tenn. shoot
they were left to right, Billy Dodd, Murray, second place in the
visitors class, and Don Hayes, Murray,first place in the barebow
When outfitting your boat,
give sometthought to the small
electric bilge pumps now on
the market. Having one
aboard is often very. wor-
thwhile.
Although it's perfectly true
that boats made of modern
materials like fiberglass and
ahuninurn rarely leak, wafer
still does come aboard from
rain and the spray kicked up
when running on rough seas.
Bilge pumps can be
operated from different types
of switches. A manual switch
enables a boater to turn his
pump on and off at will. An
automatic one will turn the
pump on in his absence, such
as when a midnight rainstorm
comes along. There are also
switches that offer a choice
The winners of the Kentucky lake Boss Club tournament Saturday, May 12, were right to left:
Alfred Delk, Mayfield, first place with 7 pounds 9 ounces; Ronnie Cope, Mayfield, second place
with 6 pounds 8 ounces; Robin Bruce, Mayfield, third place with 4 pounds 10 ounces.
Robin Bruce, Mayfield, shows the bass that won him
third place and Big Bass in the tournament.
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
rl
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires 4 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Whseling Tires
410 N. 4th In The Jackson Purc‘ase 753 #;774vidramommumilk
Berkley & Company has
ntroduced a new porble
anchor, SUPER SINKER.
This uniquely designed black
molded anchor has a special
rope storage feature and
.omes complete with 50 feet of
' blue-white braided rope.
The rope is easily wrapped
and stored around the an-
chor's lower half. SUPER
SINKER is ideal for canoes,
small sailboats, and fishing
between manual and
automatic operation, giving
you the advantages of both
methods.
Pump capacities vary from
between 200 to 1700 gallons-
per-minute. The "head," or
height above the pump of the
through-hull discharge port,
affects capacity.
There is no direct
relationship between boat
length and pump capacity, for
obviously more rainwater will
fall into an entirely open 20-
footer than into a decked-over
craft of the same length. As a
result, the MerCruiser stern
drive boathouse crew
recommends That you
carefulV consider your own
requirements before pur-
chasing a pump.
If you're installing a pump
to keep rainwater out as it
falls, and thereby save the
boat from sinking at its
mooring, a small one will keep
ahead of a typical moderate
rain. But if yours is a big open
boat and you get heavy
downpours, a bigger pump
will repFesent a factor of
safety and peace of mind.
While a small pomp draws
less amperes from the bat-
tery, remember that a bigger
pump will get rid of a given
quantity of water faster, so it
won't run so long. Just con-
sider your needs and get a
pump you think will do the job
adequately.
If you have a fish you want
to have mounted, but are
going to wait awhile, be sure
not to let the fish dry out
before wrapping it in a 'Wet
towel and freezing it.
boats. It comes with easy to
follow filling instructions. For
desired weight, user simply
fills SUPER SINKER with
such materials as • send:
cement, or tire weights.
Easily portable when empty.
and easily stored, empty or
full.
SUPER SINKER is molded
from tough polypropylene.
hardware is cadmium plated
for durability.






• Authorized Dealer For Starcra ft & Road Rangers
• Parts-Accessories-Service
• AL 3 Box Ill Nay. 114 East— (502)753-0605 go
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MRRINEROUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
Shipwash
Boat Ir Motor
More than 63 million
Americans who fish the
nation's fresh and salt waters
will be saluted during
National Fishing Week, May
14-20, this year. The first
annual week-long observance
for sport fishing will be tagged
Fish 'N Feel Free, announced
Paul Mulready, president of
the American Fishing Tackle
Manufacturers Association'
(AFTMA
"The purpose of National
Fishing Week is to attract
participants to sport fishing
and preserve the opportunity
for All American Generations
to enjoy sport fishing in a
natural environment," said
Mulready, who is also group
manager for Johnson Wax
Associates, Inc.
National Fishing Week, to
be proclaimed by official
decree on both national and
state levels, will include ac-
tivities and promotions that
focus on attracting women,
children under 17 and non-
active fishing enthusiasts to
lakes, rivers and coastal
fishing grounds. Actual
fishing license records now
show, that over 33 million
people fish annually, in ad-
dition to the 30 million other
individuals for whom licenses
are not required. Of the total
sport fishing populace, 20
million are women. One of the
key objectives for National
Fishing Week will be
heightening interest among
women who want to learn to
fish.
A recent industry study
reported that of the 63 million
people who fish, the majOrity
learned before they wer." 17.
Children typically learn from
relatives and friends. Fishing
has continued to be a popular
family tradition that the
fishing industry and its in-
ternational association,
AFTMA, are working to
preserve and enhance. This is
being accomplished through
membership in local youth
fishing clubs, as well as
making available all types of
educational material and
programs to the public.
During National Fishing
Week, how-to-fish workshops
will be conducted nationwide
to introduce fishing to
youngsters and adults alike.
AFTMA and its members
have taken an-.active role in
helping to increase the qualit3ir
and availability of fishing'
locales. To date, more than
;250 million has been collected
from fishing tackle
manufacturers as a result of
an industry self-imposed 10.
percent excise tax placed on
all fishing equipment. The
funds are allocated to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife service by
the U. S. Treasury for fish
management activities. The
excise tax on tackle sales is
working to protect both fish
and humans from pollution, as
well as. to improve fishing
opportunities, locations and
accessibility. To date, the
funds have been used to create
Bass Anglers Sportsmans
Society will hold a tournament
out of Kenlake Marina,
Aurora, Wednesday, Thur-
sday and Friday, May 23, 24,
25. Over 170 fishermen have
entered to fish the tour-
nament.
--*ft---,tontestants must
register in person Sunday,
May 20 between 5 p.m. and 9
p.m. or Monday, May 21 from
10 a.m. til 12 noon.
Tuesday, May 22, TVA and
the Chamber of Commerce
will hold a luncheon and tour
of the LBL for the wives of the
more than 300 new lakes
nationwide.
A highlight of National
Fishing Week's activities
will be the opening of the
AFTMA International Sport
Fishing Museum, located in
Arlington Heights, Illinoi
The museum will display 4"
wide variety of equipment and
mounted fish, and will house
an educational library.
contestants. Sportsmans
Lodg•?. will be the meeting
place at 10 a.m. A briefing for
contestants will beheld at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday at Kenlake
Marina. All contestants are
required to attend.
Wednesday's official
beinging time arid weigh-in
time will be announced at the
briefing Tuesday night.
The lake has been off-limits
for the past two weeks. The
contestants will be allowed
three practice days which are
Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday, May 20, 21, 22.
Graves Morris, inside tank, and Rick Miller outside, members of Murray Bass Club, prepare to
clean and paint the holding tank at Kenlake Marina, Aurora. The members are preparing the tank
to hold the live boss that are caught during the B.A.S.S. tournament May 23, 24, 25. The bass
will be placed in the chemically treated water in the tank and then released into the lake. The












24 Hour Wrecker Service ••
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky. •
•
•







Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish)
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Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,*
at its office, Frankfort,
Kentucky until 10:00
A.M. Eastern Daylight
Time on the 8th day of
JUNE, 1979, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the im-
provement of:
BDR GROUT 18 i 1979













Road US 62). Repairs
to deck of overflow
structure located 4.4
miles southwest of





• Road ( US 62). Repairs
to deck of bridge over
Massock Creek, 4.4
miles southwest of
junction with US 45 in
Paducah.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies
all bidders that it will
affirmatively insure







bids in response to this
invitation, and will not
be discriminated
against on the ground
of race, color or
national . origin in
consideration for ap
award.






1979, at the Division of
Contract Procure-
ment. Bid Proposals
for all projects will be













for all projects will be
available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.
2. NOTICE
t1. LEGAL 1401,10E 1. LEGAL NOTICE
BUDGET HEARING NOTICE
The County of Calloway will hold a public hearing in
the office of County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
on May 31,1979 at 4:00p.m. for the purpose of obtaining
cornnients from citizens regarding the proposed an-
nual budget and the use, of Revenue Sharing funds as
contained in that budget, summarized below. All in-
terested citizens, senior citizens, and organizations are
encouraged to attend and submit their comments.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
PROPOSED ANNUAL BUDGET
From: July 1, 1979




CETA II & VI,




2. Del. Taxes, Occup. Lic., Prop. Tr ,
Elect. Expense  36,000
3. Courthouse Rental & Publft
Defender  26,254
4. TVA & Civil Defense 381600
5. Excess Fees 127,800
6. Misc. Receipts & Int.
on Deposits 48,000
7. CETA II Si VI & Juvenile
Support 87,200
8. Forestry 588
9. Truck Lic., Dist., Eq. Rent &
Opr. Lic. 116,000
10. Surplus 50.000
11. Revenue Sharing Entitlement
Payments  303.806




CETA II & VI, REVENUE
FORESTRY & JUV. SUP. SHARING
1. General Government  $292,020
2. Public Safety   36,670
3. Public Transportation 266,000
- 'Environmental P_idtectitui _ _
5. Health & Welfare 33,100
6. Culture & Recreation  20500
7. Reserve for Contingencies . 82,136
8. Misc. Expenditures . 138,700






















Humane Soc. . 759-4141








State Pol. . . 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip





















Wet F 76E AMAZED PHANTOM





















ats* 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson 141k.




moils alert and confidani.
in their ahilits to
accept the responsihilits
, if making an important
contribution iv the
















By request, we will be
taking graduation pic-






11. IRO sad Peer Fans lead.
At p.p.
-to* 1s.. let p.m.. Au welts
SiSSAYESSS
5,000.00 to 7,000.00
If you have ever considered
vending as a part gone income
- NOW IS THE TIME' With
the purchase Qf 10 machines
DIRECT FROM THE FAC-
TORY, you can save to $7
thousand dollars. Now start
your own vending route or add
to your present business 5
year factory warranty, most
machines LESS THAN
$500.00. Complete line to
choose from including Hot
Food, Magazine, Stereo Tape,
Gum & Mint, Snacks, Maps,














WerW Wide Fewoon Foods
lirtirepal Corp coning
Ailantient wholesale
distrimeter to IOW VS 111
cabins is se tie booming
autweetic seerciesediebne ie-
Metre. Heflin left to chew
os. YOU need no experience
ROB de set eel. IOU mein
money! YOU MUST be flosivra
',sad rospeetsade. Inirestats61
96 how so $2779. Write or
CALL COUK1 MR. CARTER,
Goisrawit Products, 9199 Rids
wood Ave., Suite 129,




'GOD IS LOVE 1 John 4 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousneSs, and all these
things shall be added unto
you '' Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE! 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJ P.
S. LOST & FOUND 
!LOST 5 MONTH old female
Boxer puppy, in vicinity of
Dogwood Drive and Glendale
road. Has collar, brown with
white markings. Childrens
pet. Reward! Call Hilbard,







Large Trod W11.010 NNW
dog




Connikto Me of car, treat
















THE FAMiLY of Scott
Solomon would like to er
press their deep appreciator'
for all the love and support
given by friends and
relatives during the loss of
our loved one.
4. IN MEMORY
IN LOVING memory of our
dear sister, Elizabeth
Dowdy, that passed away
one year ago today. May 19,
1978
Life is not the same without
you, and it will never be.
for sister you were very
special, and meant so much
tvis three
Vie know that you are resting
over on the other shore, and
we will soon all be there
where parting is no more





5 year old boy. Call 753-7467
after 5:30 pm. 
CASHIERS NEEDED at the
new Save Mart. Full time or
part time, excellent pay,
good opportunity. Call Jim
Sparks 1502) 684-9558, after 6
pm: •
GENERAL .RESTAURANT





hours per week. Apply at
Regal 8 Inn, S 12th Street,
Murray
MAID. 20 TO 30 hrs per week.
Merit pay plus bonus plan.
Apply in person, Regal 8 Inn,
S 12th Street, Murray.
WANTED. SUBSTITUTE
carrier for Ledges' route,
southeast part of Murray
Call 753 7809 after 6 pm 
f. SITUATIONS WANTED
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm. 437,4617. 
WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home,
located between K irksey and
Murray. 753-0516.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
MA NA G-tFt- F-OR new
Minnens store opening soon
in Murray. Experienced
retail person preferred.
Wr,te Minnens; Inc . P.O.
Box. 993, Paducah,•KY 42001
Give all pertin@ht
educational-and employment




distributor has surplus brand
new first quality above
ground family pools corn
piete with. Filter, ladder,
sun deck, stairs, pump,
zompletely installed only
1796. No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Call warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area 1 800 292 9438.




mail. Free details. Write
Rodgers, Rt.5, Box 427, ES,.Hope, Arkansas 71801. 
13. SALE OR TRADE
1952 CHEVROLET for sale
or trade for boat and motor.
Will run, needs starter, little
rust. Call 435,4287.
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474-8838
USED JOHN Deere lawn
mower, 14 or 16 hp. Call 489--
2551  after 3 pm call 753,1870.
WANTED TO buy: standing
timber, _top pri2es.4o._ 689.
2334. 
is. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: Nails 8 and 16CC
sinkers 50 no. box $15.50;
styrotoam insulation-I/2" 4X8
1240, 1" 4 X 8 $3.80; particle
board five eighths inch 4X8
S4.25, plywood ' " 4X8 $7.50,
five eighths inch 4X8 $8.25,
4X1 $11.00. exterior
siding-4X8 $7.00 and up.
'Paneling-80 selections of 4X8
Sheets from $2.95 to $7.75;
cedar closet lining-4X8 15.00;
doors $5.75 and up, cabinet
topping 3Q cents Sq ft.;
vanities $60 and up, tub kits. 
$30and up, shower stalls-
S135 complete; carpet $3.50
sq yd. by the roll only , inside
window shutters 10 cents
vertical inch; kitchen 5' base
and wall cabinet-5120 Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy. 45,
one mile So. Martin, TN
38237. Phone: (901) 587 3000.
Open Saturday till 3 pm. 
FOR- -43-Att : 11' .Sonttower
sail boat, also a 5 speed, 28"
boys bicycle. Call from 8 till
4, 753-8225, after 4 pm, 753-
1971.
FOR SALE: table with 6
chairs, $60; manual
typewriter, S25. All in good
Condition 753 1656,
You can't enjoy your collectors print if
you have it stored under the bed or in
the closet.
So Hang It Up




















If intereqed, call 753-4723 or come by 306 N. 4th,
Murray





The City of Murray, Kentucky for
Murray Natural Gas System will accept
bids for the following: Natural Gas Com-
pressor, Natural Gas Dehydrator, and
20,000 feet of 31/2 inch OD Natural Gas
Pipe Specifications are available at the
Natural Gas Warehouse-on Andrus Drive,
Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
delivered to the Clerks Office, City Hall
Building by 5:00 p.m. Thursday May 31,
1979. The Murray City Council reserves
the right to accept the lowest or best bid
or to reject any or all bids.
AMININImmar 
Tlie City cif Murray Street Department has a vacancy
for an tqviruent Operator (Backhoe, Grader, Dozer).
Salary plus Health and Retirement benefits: sp-
tilutioNS and job description may be obtained if Mee
Ct Cliirt's office, City Nall Building, South 5th and
Poplar. The City ef Murray is an Equal Opportunity
EMPItryso,olyarating under an Affirmative Action Plan.
Applicatiows will be accepted until May 25, 1179,
500 pj
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
WE BUY and sell used air




room set and china cabinet.
Call 753 2551
BROWN REVERSIBLE
Sloppy Joe couch and chair
with 2 wood end tables and
coffee table to match. 6
months old, excellent con
dition, all for $350. Call 474
8822.
BUILT IN oven, hood. and
surface unit, 550 489 2623. 
COUCH, CHAIR, and
havock ,•-•red, black and gold
plaid. Also end table and
cocktail table. 436 2394, call
after 12 noon.
FOR SALE Bargain, top




Vanguard, dinette set by
Lloyd. bar stools, Sam










complete, canopy bed and
dresser Call 753 9206
MATTRESS AND swings for




dition; 40" Kenmore gas





For factory 'authorized parts,
sales, and service call 901
842-7619 Located at 702 w
Washington St Court Square,
Pans, TIN.
21. MOB. HOME SALES
1973 NOBLE, 12 X 65, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. Located
in Riveria Courts. Central
air, underpinned, ready to
live in, extra nice, $5400. Call
436 2430.
TWO MOBILE Homes
located at Riveria Court, own
natural gas, air conditioned,
carpeted, tied down, and
underpinned Ready to live
in. Call 436 2430.
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME with
31, acres of land, good well,
blacktop driveway, 6 miles
southeast of Murray on Dodd
Road Phone 753 5080 after 5
pm.




all in excellent condition,
$4500 Call 759 4826.
12 X 60 TWO 13 EDROOM
mobile home, gas heat, air
conditioned, underpinned,
washer and dryer, 10 X 12
Outbuilding, located at Fox
Meadows 159 4964 after 6
pm.
28. MOB. Homg R  'NTS 
TO X 40 ALL.
bedroom home. Water
furnished, deposit required.
Ideal for single girl. 753 9829.
12 X-52, NEAR KIRKSEY,
small garden if preferred,
5125 per month Call 689 2118.
30. BUS. RENTALS
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
EXCE-INT UN
FURNISHED, 2 or 3
bedroom house. Perfect for
family with children, 4,2
block from Carter School in
pleasant neighborhood, 4
blocks from college. Call 759
1020 after 6 pm. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom6
pm 53 a55.hous7eonN16th. Call after 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom
house at 1611 Calloway
Avenue Call 492 8225
WANTED: HOUSE to rent,
near • campus, excellent
references. Call 7533713 or
753 6400. '






FOUR CAR shop for rent
Call 753 8606 between 7 am._
Ond 5 pm 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED ONE and three
bedroom apartments, ad
joining University, 1303
Chestnut. Phone 753,5101. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOMS, newly
redecorated, one 'lock from
University. $70 per month,
utilities furnished 759 4909 or
753 1812
NICE FOUR room housei
with stove and refrigerator,
nice carpeting. $100 per
'month, depos, reouired 753
1W--1-4277-
it SEWING MACHINES 
SEWING MACHINE with
cabinet, just like new. $150
Call 753 8200
19. FARM EQUIP.
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way, $11,000
1615/ 232 7404.
HEAVY DUTY r-itr-laxle-'
trailer, $2000. (6151 232,7404.
MF TWO row rotary hoe and
Lultipacker, 7' thl mower,
good condition: Also a 22'.






Ideal for storing house






6 months, female. $75 or best
otter Shepherd puppies, $20
759 1739.
BEAUTIFUL MALE Collie,
AK C, 3 years old, needs good
country hOrne or fenced in
yard. Phone 753 1336.
CLIP POODLES jn my
home, pickup and delivery
by appointment. Call 436.2510
from 8 am till 5 pm.
FREE TIGER 'striped bit/.
tens.,-436-5S02- , _
SCAFFOLD MASONS
New, Sturdy, 24' long.
See Bob Nanney 107
4th St. or Phone 753-
4937. or 753-1951 nights.
Gallimore's Restaurant
In like!, 491-9785
°peen sae, aim wooed
%vying Breakfast - Hot boom* boatels, gravy countrv has ba(Om
ials,ne and Sake ha will bow NA 0111-
Mate limckts • Roast Beet liked Saw Pit 14r-8-Orse, with choice of
vegetable Also NO Catfish Sleeks Cmottrt Haw Diners. Club & TB.
Steaks
Ws bees privets &is rem
Orden To Go
CLOSED WEDNESDAY, CLOSE 2, SUNDAY ATTIMMON
NOTHING BETTER than •
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
disk blades. Get our price'
before you buy. Vinson
Tractor Company, 753 4892.
NEW --TOBACCO scaffold
wagons. double wide, 24'
long. 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
sville after 6 pm
SIZE "A" Farman tractor.
bushog, and other equip
ment $1200 Phone 753 7620
TRUCK .TOOL boxes and
stainless steel tail gate-
protectors Vinson Tractor
Company,  753.4892_ 
22. MUSICAL
G E STEREO, AM FM 8
track and record player with









Need person with strong financial and ac-
counting background and some knowledge
of cost accounting for Paducah manufac-
turing plant. Salary commensurate with
ability. Apply by sending resume and salary
requirements to Box 32-S c/o Murray
Ledger Times. Our employees know of this
ad. EOE.
PLUMLEY RUBBER COMPANY, 1101 N.
Market Street, PVIS, TN is novo ac-
cepting applications for permanent
positions and summer employment for
high school graduates and college
students. Applications will be accepted
Monday through Friday from 8 fit 5




Sales, Parts and Service 442
9396.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company. 753 3321
FOR SALE . electric Royal
Jetstar typewriter, like new,
cost $200. asking 5100. 436
2154. _
MAN'S SCHW1NN bicycle 10
speed, 180, cost new $150  
Call 753 8200.
RIDtN LAWN mower, -3
speed, electric start, 36" cut
Call 759 4159, after 5 pm.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
pany, McKenzie, TN. (901)
352 5777.
TAILORED LADIES ridirig
suit, for English or iNestern
showing. Coat and 'slacks,
yellow, size Il 12, 515. Worn
only twice, very nice Call
753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753
6131 after 5 pm.
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers; Rex's Worm
Farm, Irvan Cobb Road
Highway 732. Phone 436 5694
26. TV-RADIO  • 
WANTED' RtIPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
25" color 4.v J & B Music,
753 7575."-- -
27. MOB. HOME SALES
rilW11101361...L1 BER Y, 12,X
60, 2 bedroom mobile home,
all electric, well insulated,
with Kenmore refrigerator
and ice maker Take over





and extraS. 436 2199.
OWNERS-OPERATORES
Due to new I.C.C. Authority out of Western
Kentucky and Western Tennessee, we are
looking for operators based in this area.
Must be 25 years of age and have 2 years
over-the-road experience. We offer many
benefits, such as medical and life insurance,
weekly settlements, and traffic lanes to get
you home sooner. For more information call
the 100% Owner-Operated Company-
Colonial Refrigerated Transportation, INC
We will have i leasing representative in
Murray, KT May 21, 22, and 23, at the
Rohde; Inn, phone (502) 241-3700 and ask
for Harold Johnson or Mike Rickey. Or call
Colonial Refrigerated Transportation, Knox-







7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refre'sher program
available.. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkin-







PAGE Ii THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, May It wre
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
C. 8 weeks, $75 Also
available Labrador




Setter puppies, 9 weeks old,
championship breeding,
Benton, KY 527 8392.
41. PUBLIC SALES
YARD SALE, Saturday at 16
and Farmer, 8 till ? All kinds
of stuff.
YARD SALE in Hazel,
Saturday, May 19, 9 am till 6
pm Turn right at Phillips 66
station, left at dead end, 2nd
house on right Watch for
sivs 
YARD SALE! SOO North 18th,
Saturday, May 19, back
yard, many miscellaneous
items
YARD SALE! First blacktop
past East school, all day
Saturday, May 19,8 fill?
PT UICIAIUM I I S.W.
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
with fish. This
property is not far






105 N. 12th St.
NEW FOUR bay equipped
Cleanup- -shop on large 101.
One bay is set up as a paint
Shop complete with lights,
heat and fans Building has
an office and two rest rooms
ideal for cleanup shop, sign
painting or auto repair. Good
location west of art north
across from Riveria Court
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St , 753 0101,
or call Bob Rodgers, 753-7116
"EXPANSIVE BUT
NOT EXPENSIVE"
Over 3,000 sq. ft. of












heat and central air.
Priced in the 160's.
Phone Kopperud
Realty 7 5 3-1 2 2 2,
anytime.
piciuRESOUE SET -HNC,'
Spacious lot nestles im
maculate 3 bedroom home it
calls the lovers of flowers.
trees, outdoor living Tr,
level with fireplace, sun
Porch, and formal dining
room See it today by calling
753 1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
62 ACRES LOCATED in
North Calloway on Collins
Road Fenced on 3 sides with
good creek Ideal for cattle
or horses Approximately 20
acres tenclabie with more
possible. Only $25,000. The
Nelson Shroat Co. 759 1707. 
CHARM AND
PERSONALITY
This home is located in







suite is 28 x 15, large
closets and there are
21/2 baths. Many extras
that make this a home
you will need to see.
Priced in the $70's.




Inthested in owning your own
cleanup shoo Plus 2. two
bedroom apartments on 1 11
„eat 101 in city limits of







QUIET 14.E I G H
BOR HOOD...walk to the
shopping center from your
new 3 bedroom, 1 1 2 bath
home. ,.all appliances.. heat
pump.. all this and only
priced in the Mid-,
530's.. offered by Loretta,
Jobs Realtors.
Professional Sen. It es
With 114e rien(11. Tooth'
RUN FOR ROSES . .
And come up a v'inner












105 N. 12th St.















OCRATE ... In a class




lot, not far from city.
The luxurious features
abound - large entry,
den with fireplace,
country kitchen,
formal dining rm., 4
bedr., 2 baths, central
vacuurn, intercome -
$84,900.- Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
WHAT YOU'VE asked fol- I
Acreage at a reasonable
price_ 46 acre m-1 with 33
tendable...corn, A.C. and
F tobacco and
Soybeans.. tucked away in
the country, yet close to all
necessities. Call 753-
1492 .offered- by "Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Purdom & Thurman





Be Your Own King in
the great room of this
fine three bedroom,
two and a 'half bath
home. Feel pampered





dscaping that is fully
matured. A
greenhouse where you
can grown your own
vegetables and
flowers the year
around. .All this and
much, much. more is
offered for a very
reasonable price. To
find out more about
this property call John
C. Nuebauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-
0101 or Linda Drake,
753-0492.
You'll lore the rustic setting of this lovely home in Pint Bluff %ores Features nor clearly shown are decking
around the man floor and a large patio oft the lower level den ?tot shown in the plan is a large den fiat
Provides a lovely view of the lake at shown by the picture below Designed tor relating Asking 141.900
U.S. 641 Wirth, Village Center
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
or Nome Phones
Ron Talent 753-9894 Joe Kennon 436-5676
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843 Janice Austin 753-8674
"TARE THE FROZEN FOOD OUT OF THE
REFRIGERATOR AND PUT IT IN THE




Seldom does such an
opportunity come
along where a home in









back patio. Located 4
miles from Murray.
Let us show and tell








lots, $25,000. 2 vvaterview lots
.that join TVA, 516,000. 5 lots
in Kentucky Lake dev ,










the marvelous view of
Ky. Lake from this
Ibvely lake home.
Living room and for-
mal dining room plus
family room with
Franklin fireplace,
Central heat and air
plus all appliances.
Large lake view lot





1½ bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot With
additional lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat con-
nections. Not pictured






FOR SALE: rot zoned for
duplex or fourplex. Call 753
8067 after 4 pm.
48. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, Mang, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, an Doran
Road. 1538405
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom
brick, recently recarpetecl
throughout, 2 baths, living
room, den with energy
saving fireplace, spacious
kitchen, 2 carports for 3 cars,
large storage room plus attic
storage, garden spot, large
lot. Mid S40'5. 753 6859. 
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753 5167.
NEW LISTING 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with vve- fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
-electric air, brick porch- and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D conncecjions,
lots of storeage. Wb'lls in
closets Low 560's
Appointment only, 753 4133
or 17131 526 1592. 3844 Lake
St Houston, TX 77098
NEW ON market...brici
Colonial ranch, 3 bedrooms,
1 1,2 bath, farruly room, many._
luxury features, quiet street,-
by owner. 753-0748.
PRIVATE, 04.141.4.,..- house
located 122 mile off paved
road. Extra nice 2 bedroom
frame, 2 car block garage,
well, large garden. Fenced
lot with large barn and tool
Shed. Approx.mately 3 acres
or more if desired. Located
west of Lynn Grove off 94
Highway. Cal - 345.2270.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
near University on quiet
street, master bedroom
suite, fenced, landscaped
back yard, productive fruit
-trees,• outside -stora9e -plus
wired and heated shop. Call
753 9229.
1975 KAWASKI 100, 2100
miles, excelient condition.
Call 762 2189 or 762.3812.
1978 YAMAHA 400 motor-
cycle, sharp! Call 759-1036. 
15" FIVE LONG rocket
wheels, will fit CrItrVy or Ford
truck, $125 Call 753-7907
after 5 pm. -
SUMMER'S COMING so let
the sun shine in, with a new
'•,sun robf. Large selection. We
install. 753-8085.
49. USED CARS
1976 BUICK SPECIAL, V4,
excellent gas mileage, clean.
753-4710.
1977 BUICK REGAL, extra
sharp, low mileage, excellent
gas mileage Call 753 7597
after 5 pm
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
Mark Ili, loaded with
equipment and in good
condition. $2000. Phone 354•
6691.
1974 COUGAR XR 7, 64,000
miles, excellent condition,
AM-FM 8 track, double
Power, air, power windows.
Call 753-9401
CHOICE 1968 Ford Wagon,
1973 Dodge Sedan. Nice local




1976 MONZA. 2 plus 2, VI, 4-
speed, air conditioning,
mags. AM FM tape, ex
cellent condition, 13495 153-
6931
1974 MONTE CARLO,
midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con-
dition. Phone 753-0905.
1971 MAVERICK, 4 DOOR, 6
cylinder, automatic, air,
good condition, $975. Call 753
8124.
1971 MUSTANG 30Z
automatic, quad tape, mag
wheels, WOO. Must sell. Call
753-1477.
1970 PLYMOUTH ROAD
Runner, 383 engine wIth•air,
has new tires, good body and
running condition 1850.
From 10 till 5:30, 753 4150
after 5:30 call 759 1613, aSk
6
,to for Jerry Keith.
1975 PONTIAC BON
NEVILLE, 2 door, AM-FM
5i5, tape, electric windows, $1950
753 4445
Must sell.
1979 T BIRD, black with red
vinyl top, power and air. Call
7594459. 
VOLARE PLYMOUTH, 1977,
Power and air, local car,
13,000 miles, like new. Call
492-8328.
50. USEDTRUCKS
1975 BLAZER WITH 4 wheel
drive. Call 436.2716 after 12
noon .
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft.
gravel dump, excellent
shape, $7500. (615) 232.7404.
1977, CREW CAB, Dodge
silver-. gray, 360
engine. Call 753-7499 after 5
--PM 753 9322.
1968 FIREBIRD, 5500, 350 3.
speed, in (air condition. Call •
436-2727.
FOR SALE 1974 Plymouth
Duster, 50,000 mites, 22 Miles
Per_gallon Call 759.1874. 
1970 FORD FAIRLANE, air
conditioned, new Iran




air, 260 VB engine, gets ex-




brakes, and air. Console,
AM FM rad-o. one owner,
51,000 miles. $1875. Call 753-
E3124
1974 CHEROKEE JEEP, V8
engine, power steering and
brakes, air and winch. Call
898-2158 after 5 or weekends.
1977 DODGE VAN for sale.
Professionally customized
With picture window,
removable table, 4 captain
Chairs, fully -carpeted,
stereo, AM FM tape, full
power and air, low mileage.
May be seen at Darnell
Marine, Highway 94 W.
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 motor,
automatic, price $1100. Call
753-9957 after 6 pm. - 
1969 GMC WITH 11 ft. New
Leader spreader bed, new
motor, $6000. (615) 232-740.4.
1966 INTERNATIONAL
SCOUT, 4 cylinder, 3 speed,
good condition, good gas
mileage. 753.7475.
1929 MODEL A Ford pickup.
For details call 217-735-4142.
Weekdays 10 till 4.
51. CAMPERS
27 FOOT FIFTH wheel
camper, 1973 model, Little
Tramp camper. Self-
contained, extra nice, has 5th
wheel controls included,
54200. Call evenings 435.4492.
FOR SALE: 20' Coachman






1976 BOMBER BASS boat,
fully equipped with 65 hp
Mercury motor, M & M
custom trailer. S2700. Caw
753-2316.
FOR SALE: 17' Glastrgn
bass boat, 85 hp. Ev-infticle,
Power tilt and trim; Mercury
bow thruster electric trolling
motor; heavy duty Rocket
boat trailer with 16" wheels
and electric power winch,
depth finder, compass,
anchors, life jackets and
ather equipment; canvas
cover. This boat and
equipment has never been
Jsed. Approxamately $750(
cost; will sell for $5500 See at
1709 Johnson Blvd
Telephone 759-4840.
OR SALE. 1976 fully
aquipped 20' Mark Twain
With 188 hp Mercruiser I 0 on
Tandem trailer. Phone 753
7866.
Tired of the busy city? Come see this lovely
3 bedroom. 2 bath home. . . plus a 24x24
family room with built-in cabinets and
shelves Located on large shady lot - only
10 minutes from town . Priced reduced
today Coll before it's too late Offered
by LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
SPring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows, floors and carpets Free estimates.
Insured and experienced:Call
759-1176day or night
32. BOATS & MOTORS 
BOAT, TRAILER, and
motor, $350 767-6101
1976 SUNSET. 161 7' silver,
red, 135 hp motor, power









roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753
5167.
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442,9396.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and rooting Call 1
395 4967 or) 362.4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt






repair and new roofing,
building tear downs, sum
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
probally do it. Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753
2418 between 11,am and 9 pm
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat
ching, also seal coating. Call
753.7148 or 753 9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High
way 641 N of Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5476.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-





















or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827.
CARPENTERS FRAMING
or finish, no job too large or
small. Excellent references.
Call 759 1890.
'DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up. to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate. Steve Shaw











Comets Carta IL Girttnis
'Qvality Controled
Contractors •
Wayne .7 ohnston 489-2505
Ronel Kirks 436-2319
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and




FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.




FOR YOUR garden breaking -
and discing, call 7511123.
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753-2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofttrd,
excellent references, call
753 1486 between 7 am and
3:30pm, ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753-7505 or 753
8277.
IT'S CLEANUP time. Junk ,
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474.8854 or 527 1315.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
ostimates
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair, 718 S-ith-Street, same
day service 753.7400. 
LiC-ENSECi -ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753 7203.
MITCHELL BLACK TOP, --
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
clung and seal coating. 753
1537.
ROOFING, FLAT or
shIniples, water proof ing and
mobile homes 151 years
experience Call 435 4173
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home 753 2211
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 45,45 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-4427026
WILLIE'S INTERIOR,
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 759-1867 after
5 pm. 
WILL WASH and wax your
cars vans, at your home. For
appointment call 753-3728. 7
to 9 am or 8 to 10 pm.
FOUR ADORABLE kittens
435.4294.  _
FREE KITTENS, 2 females,
black, 1 male, black and




school aged boys Days,
summer Must have drivers
license Responsible and
mature Call after 5, 759 4094
or 753-7307. 
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for S1.00
face Kennedy halves 1965 69,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris.
(901) 642 5118.
WANTED SOMEONE to
mow and care for lawn on
regular basis. Call 753-2911.
WANT TO buy or rent farm
house with small acreage,
away from main highway or
houses Call 436 2438
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Streer
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
_ -
Monday-Friday 730-Noon Saturday 7:30 tit5700
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE S1.25
For hospital II West calls please coil 753 1645 one Ali le ad-
.valce. Notery Public Service
FOR SALE
You'll love this 3 bedroom double-wide mobiel
home situated on a beautiful wooded half acre
lot. Located on Oak Lane in Baywood Vista Sub-
division near Blood River, the lot is surrounded
by redwood fencing, there are white rock walks
and patio, and covered picnic area. The home
also has living room, eat-in kitchen, dining room,
2 baths, and utility with washer and dryer in-
cluded. All this beauty, comfort and serenity for





Outstanding shopping-center location in Murray
flanked by high-traffic supermarket and drugstore.
Carries top national brands of hardware, sporting
goods, housewares, gifts, auto accessories - plus 6
more exciting departments.
No retail experience needed - we train you in our
unique hardware school, keep on helping with our
comprehensive total-service program that covers
advertising, accounting, taxes, insurance, in-
ventory control, store layout and display.
Requires $160,000 personal investment.
Write or call for Coast to Coasty Story.
Larry Bowser
803 N. Englewood Drive
Crawfordsville, IN. 47933
0171 362-5000
Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
Thornton Tile
81 Marble
Quality That Will Please.'
612 So. 9th 753-5719
• 
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Carious Higgins, Route 3,
Murray, died at 4:15 p.m.
Friday at the Town and
Country Resort in Marshall
County. He was 63 years of
age.
Higgins, born Oct. 26, 1915,
in Trigg County, was the son of
the late Burlin and Lou
Cothran Higgins. A veteran of
World War II, Higgins retired
in Gary, Ind., as superin-
tendent of Gary Drainage Co.
He was a member of the Black
Oak Baptist Church in Gary.
Survivots inc;lude his wife,
Mrs. Ira Lee Morrison
Higgins, Route 3, Murray; a
daughter, Mrs. Debbie Wilson,
Oneata, Ala.; a .son, Jerry
Higgins, Gary Ind.; four
• sisters, :Mrs. Cleodis Sim-
mons, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
. Evelyn Koss, Route 3,
Murray. Mrs. • Magdalene
Brown, Route 1,` Dexter, and
Mrs. Helen Fruit, Hammond,
Ind.; and two brothers. Ira
Higgins, Route 1, Dexter, and
Raymond Higgins -Route 3.
Murray.




incomplete. Friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman





Mrs. Genora Holland, 77, of
301 N. 12th Street, Murray,
• died at her home at 11:54 a.m.
Friday. She was preceded in
death by her husband,
Milburn, who died Dec. 5, 1972.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Earl
(Juanita ) Jones, • Rt. 6,
Murray and Mrs. James A
(Sue i Carlin, Decatur. Ill.;
arid a son-, Prentice, Rt. 3,
Murray'.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Hilda Jones,
Mayfield; Mrs. Audron
(Mary) Nall, Marble Hill,
Mo., and Mrs. Lurlene Ret-
termann. Atlanta; and three
brothers, Tremon Adams,
East St. Louis, Ill., Orean
Adams, Rt. 1, ,Dexter. and C.
W. Adams, Athens, Ga.; seven
grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren. A sister.
Mrs. Eura Atton, died Jan. 28
of this year.
Mrs. Holland was a member
of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Funeral services will be
held at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
'Jack._ Jones and the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be grandsons
Wayne Lee. Robert Lee,
James Holland, Charles
Holland, Joe Holland and
Brian Curtin. Music will be
provided by the combined




Hertle Craig, 76, of Rt. 3,
Hazel, died Friday at 8:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A native of Calloway
C.ounty,'Mr. Craig is survived
by his wife, Eliza Allbritten
Craig, a daughter, Mrs. Glenn
(Fay Nell) Kelso of Murray,
and a sister, Gertie Holt of
Paducah.
Also surviving are four
grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held at 3730 p.m. Sunday at the
Mason Chapel Methodist
Church where Mr. Craig was a
member. The Rev. Frank
Bratt will officiate and burial
will follow in the Mount
Pleasant cemetery.
Pallbearers will be William
Rex Allbritten, Henton Craig,
Robert Hendon, Bill Ed
Hendon, L. J. Stubblefield ind
Johnny Kelso.
The Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel is in charge of
arrangements.
Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
The First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) will hear
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos, speak on the subject,
"Mammon!" at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, May 20.
MargaretPorter will Airect
the choir as they sing the
anthern,— -Treasures In-
Heaven," with Maxine Clark
as organist.
Assisting in the services-V:111
be Doris *Cella, worship
leader: Del Fleming and
Auburn Wells, elders; Voris -
Wells, Jim Boone, Dr. Ron
Cella, Darrel McFerron, and
Fred Wells, deacons; Mr. and
Mrs. Del Fleming and Mrs.
Corinne McNutt. greeter's:
Tracey Eldredge, candle
lighter; Emily Gore, nursery.
CIVITAN SPEAKER - Dr. D. D. Sthiebinger, director of
development at Cedar Lake Lodge in LaGrange and Thursday
night speaker at the Murray Civil= Club, is shown with
Hoyden Ridimon, left, and Mrs. Opal Roberts, middle. Rick-
man is a charter member of the Murray dub, and Mrs. Rober-
ts is president-elect and program chairmen of the Civitans.
Cedar Lake Lodge's capital construction and mortgage
repayment program is financed by proceeds from Civitan
candy boxes in more than 30 different states. During the fir-
st four months of 1979, the Civitans have received 5100,000
to Cedar Lake Lodge's support from the candy boxes. Dr.
Schiebinger, a member of the Louisville Civiton aub, told the
Civitans that this money enabled them to use other funds for
the 60 mentally and physically handicapped residents in the
facility. The Civitans also approved 5150 for use by the
Murray Baseball Association at the same meeting.
Catholics,To Hear
The Rev. Mattingly
"No Greater Love" with
scripture from John 15:9-17
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Martin
Mattingly at the services at
6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
May 20, at-St-Les Catholic -
.ChurcLi,
Church School classes for
grades 1 to 12 and adult class
will be held at 9:30 a.m. on
Sunday.
A Bingo Party will be held at
Gleason Hall on Thursday,
May 24,-at-7-730 p.m. Proceeds




The flowers ou the  John Dalecom-munion,table, will be -in -.WllI, Be 
memory of Mrs. Leon
Dorothy Smith by the
family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., and Youth Groups will
meet for supper at 5:30 p.m.
with meetings at 6 p.m.
Sunday.
Mrs. William Van 'Meter will




The St. John's Baptist
Church will observe their 79th
Sunday School annlversary on
Sunday. May 20, at 3 p.m. at
the church.
Special guests will be
members from the Western
Oak Grove Baptist Church,
Springville, Tenn., with the
Rev. Tommie Oglesby ea
speaker.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
John Dale will speak on
"The Case of the Ethiopian"
with scripture from Acts 826-
31 at the 8:30 and „10:40 a.m.
worship services, and on "The
Case of Apollos" with scrip-
ture from Acts 18:24-28 at the 6
p.m. worship sevices on
Sunday. May 20,. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will'
be Jerry Ainley, Jerry'
Terry McDougal, ob




Sanders, and Aims Hill.
Bruce MCManifs, Don A.
MoSeley,, "Earl Nanny, Don
Wincheite.r, and Vernon
Anderson will serve The
Lord's Supper. Serving for the
Extension Department will be
Garry and Larry Evans.
Teen nursery helper will be
Linda Hicks and special class
helper will be Debbie Turner.






Legion Baseball will be held at
10 a.m. Saturday and 2 p.m.
Sunday at the Colt League
baseball field.
Participant's must be bet-
ween thc. ages of 15 to 18 and
are asked tb bting" their-04m
equipment
Rev. Dr. White To
Speak Sunday At
Memorial Church
"Elisha's Life Mission and
Yours" will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr
Jerrell White, pastor of e
Memorial Baptist Chur , at
the 10:50 a.m. serifes on
Sunday. May 20, at e church.
His scripture wilt be from II
Kings 6:1-23. .,/
The Sa tuary Choir,
directed j Milton Gresham,
minister of •music', with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon, Owens as pianist, .
will sing -To God Be the
/Glory" at the morning ser-
vice.
The Children's sermon ?all
precede the special music.
A short worship service will
be held at 7 p.m. Sunday with
dismissal at 7:40 p.m, to give
persons an opportunity to
attend the Murray High
School Baccalaureate s .D:we
at 8 p.m.
Volunteer nursery- workers
will be Joe, Mary, and Tracey
Graves. ,
Church Teaching with
Elbert Thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m., and
Church Training with Bill
Zambella as director will be at































This column is designed to report OA the activities arid positrons of the candidates in the various statewide races in
this Mays primary election Many of the items contained in the column come directly from the candidate or his or her
shift
The "Get out the vote
Committee for Mary Jane
Littleton" is busy as the May
29 primary nears in contacting
voters by mail, telephone,
door-to,door visits, coffees,
etc., according to a campaign
'spokesman.
Representing all precincts
of the city and county, the






Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Carl











The Rev. Dr. Wal E.
Mischke, Jr., ministe of the
First United ethodist
Church, will so ak op the
subject, "Kn. n To Us In
Breaking B ad," at the 8:45
and 10: I a.m. services on
Sunda ay 20, at the church.
H Communion will be
celebrated at both services.
LaVaughn Wells will sing a
solo,,i "Green Pastures," at
both services. At the later
service, the Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Richard Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
••1 Will Praise 'thee 0 Lord."
Greeters will be Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Dillon.
Following the services on
Sunday a dinner will be held at
__moon by the United Methodist
Women for the high school





Henry, Paul Kiesow, Johnda
Ann Moss, Stacy Overbey,
Mike Pitts, and Laura
Watkins.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m., and Bible Study wifi be
at 6 p.m., both on Sunday
Brown, Carl Lockhart, Bill
?dccuiston, Sara Ross, Ocus
Bedwell, Helga Keller,
Kizzie , Cantrell, Betty
Buckingham, Mary Jane
Jackson, Beth Broach, Sally
Crass, Francis Matarazzo,
Ellen Harrell, Linda Stockton,
Penny Cappock, Ron Cella,
Joe Cartwright, Pam Cart-





Loretta Jobs, Lee and Ray
Lafser, Sylva Dodd, Hazel






The ev. R. E. Rabatin,
pas •r of the First
sbyterian Church, Main
nd 16th Streets, Murray,- will
speak ,on. the, subject,_
"Growing Old Yiiih-OOci" with
scripture from Luke 17:20-21
and Genesis 17:1-8, at the
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
May 20, at the church.
Lisa Slater will direct the
music with Cynthia Scribner
as guest organist. Jean
Hudder will sing a solo, "His
Eye Is On The Sparrow."
Ushers will be Lino Kod-
ma n , Victor Stacey, Don
Fleming,Jr., and Frank
Kodrnan, Jr.
Guest Ipeaker on Sunday,
May 27, will be the itev.
Harold B. Howard while the
pastor is attending the
General Assembly at Kansas
City, Mo., May 22-30 for the
Western Kentucky,
Presbytery.





Improvement Club will meet
Monday, May 21, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Douglas Community
Center, North Second Street.
All members are urged to
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Carman, Mary Ann Russell,
Mary Francis Bell, Norma
Frank, Joan Wilson, Peggy
Brown, Alto Presson,
Paulette Reed, Mary
Shipley, Laurell Forrest, Mrs.
Milburn Evans, Joyce & We
Overby, Sue Spann, Peggy
Billington, Pat Moore,.
Beth and Jack Belate, Betty
Jo Purdorn, Dopria Mabry,








Pat Foster, Jill Pritehard,





Hamp W. Brooks To
Speak At Church _NationalHotelonSixthStreet
Durham, Myrtle Jones,
Oarroll Guy, F.A. Cogdell,








Kendall, Odell Vance, Jim
Kuykendall, • Billy Hall,
Earlene Doran, Jane Fitch,
Nell Hendon, Tootie Oakley,
Mary Bell Overby, Jessie Fay
Young, Lochie Overby
Christopher, Shirley Homra,
Nell McCuiston, Joe Farley.
Ramp W. Brooks will be the •
grieakef at thel 0: 30 a . rif
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, May 20, at. the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert
Hendon, W. H. Brooks, Gary
Taylor, Hoyt Like, J. T. Page,
and Cecil Like,
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Willard Alls, James
Feltner, .Harold Grogan,
Gearl Suiter, Rob Erwin, John
Simmons, Freed Curd, David
Thompson, and TRoland
Goodgion.
Nursery supervisors will be
Jeanette Suiter, Mary Beth
Hays, bbie Gallaç and
Teresa Tird. -
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe
The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray. will hear the pastor.
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services on Sunday, May 20.
Directing the music will. be
Dan Billington with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.




roan, and Clovis Jones. L. D.
Workman will be in charge of
the bus routes' information.
Sunda) School will be at.-9-15-
a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt as
superintendent.
Prayer services and Youth
Study Group will be at 7:30
p.m. on Wednesday.
A rally for Terry McBrayer
will be held at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 22, 'at the
Paducah Civic Center.
Among the speakers at the
rally will be Gov. Julian
Carroll.
A group will leave from the
Murray McBrayer




The Firit Baptist Church
will celebrate Founders 'Day
on Sunday, May 20, with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, speaking on
-Walking By Faith" at 10:45
a.m.; and the pastor emeritus,
the Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles,
speaking at the 5 p.m. ser-
vices.
A basket dinner will follow
at 6 p.m. Sunday at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Special music at the mor-
nTfig gel-Vice Wrrthe
Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley with Joan
Bowker as organist and Allene
Knight as pianist.
The Rev. G. T. Moody,
associate pastor, and Bill
Adams, Jr., deacon of the
week', will assist in the ser-
vices.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m..
Martin Withdraws
From State Ag Race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP; —
Melvin Martin of Camp-




Brown of Bowling Green.
Martin said Thursday that
he and Brown would work as a
team. "We have the same
programs and almost the
same platform," he said.
Martin's withdrawal leaves
seven candidates in the race.
His name will still be on the
ballot.
All-Purpose
LANTERN
'RUGGED
•DURABLE
COUNTLESS USES ON
LAND and WATER
Telephone
753-2617
